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February update
Posted on February 5, 2016

In case you were wondering, we haven’t disappeared!

Since December we’ve been liaising with the developer, Fifth Capital, as they line everything up to start
development.  They’re focusing on completion of the S.106 agreement with the Council, transfer of site ownership
and appointment of contractors.  There’s nothing more specific that we can really add, but as soon as we know
more we’ll let you know.
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Notes from 1 Dec Community Meeting
Posted on December 11, 2015

An amazing 40 people turned up for the community meeting on Tuesday 1 December.  Goes to show that the
future of the Carriageworks site is still live in people’s minds.

Notes of the meeting are attached in this link (71kb PDF).

We asked people to sign up to any of the themes in which they are interested – thanks to all of you who did.  We’ll
be in touch in the new year when we start to discuss the various issues.

Finally, thanks to Ian Mountford for hosting us at the newly refitted Salvation Army citadel – great space!
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Community Meeting – Tues 1 December
Posted on November 27, 2015

Remember to come to the Carriageworks Community Meeting on Tuesday 1 December, 6:30pm at the
Salvation Army on Ashley Road.

The key thing we need to agree at the meeting is how we work with Fifth Capital in the coming months as they get
ready to start construction (scheduled for next summer).

We’ve produced a discussion paper (70kb pdf) about what happens next and what we should do.

In essence, there will be four key areas of engagement with Fifth Capital.

Delivery management plan (especially the commercial space)
Public art plan and cultural programme
Detailed scheme design, specifically surface treatments (i.e. what the outside may look like)
Housing

We would also like to be involved in ensuring that both the build and the subsequent management offers maximum
opportunities for local employment and training.

The discussion paper suggests that the CAG Liaison Group continues to be conduit for information and liaison with
Fifth Capital, and that we set up special interest groups to have more detailed discussions on specific issues.

Hopefully Tuesday’s meeting will be able to agree how we move forward to get the best result and, to quote the
Community Vision, a “development of which we are proud”.
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Community Meeting – 1
December, 6:30pm
Posted on November 12, 2015

A condition of Fifth Capital’s planning permission is that they consult with us on the management plan, employment
and training, materials and finishes, and the public art plan and cultural programme.

Furthermore, we haven’t given up trying to get more affordable or even social housing in the development and are
plugging away with housing associations that might be able to help. We’re also trying to ensure that the
management and lettings on the ground floor provide the best fit and opportunities for the local community.

To ensure that we give effective input to the details of the development we need to agree how we organise
ourselves in the coming months. So we’re holding a community meeting – Tuesday 1 December at
6:30pm at the Salvation Army citadel on Ashley Road (now reopened after their own redevelopment works).

This will also be an opportunity to get the latest on the site proposals.

Everyone is welcome to come along.
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Carriageworks in The Guardian today
Posted on November 5, 2015

John Harris encounters a city where civic pride and cultural vivacity are tinged with fears that Bristol is changing in
ways some people find hard to take….

http://www.theguardian.com/cities/2015/nov/05/bristol-conundrum-gentrification-danger-poor-really-stretched-
stokes-croft-george-ferguson
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Permission granted – what next?
Posted on October 15, 2015

Last night Bristol City Council decided to grant Fifth Capital planning permission for their sccheme to redevelop the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.  But the story doesn’t end there. As Marc Pennick said on BBC Bristol
this morning, “we’re going to work with CAG and the local community, we’re going to keep working on these plans
and we’re going to keep making them better.”

So what does that actually mean?  There will lots of things happening in the coming months including:

Fifth Capital have to complete the S.106 agreement with the Council (a legal document that binds them to
fulfiling all the conditions attached to the planning permission). Once the agreement is signed Fifth Capital will
exercise their option to buy the site from Comer Homes – a day for celebration!
Fifth Capital have to draw up detailed plans.  Surface materials have to be approved by the Council, Heritage
England have to approve proposals for the listed Carriageworks, etc.
A contract has to be agreed with the construction company
The construction management plan has to be drawn up. This will include how to limit the impact on the
neighbours
Formal notice has to be served on the travellers who have been minding the site for the past years
Agreement has to be reached with the long term owner, likely to be A2 Dominion.
The management plan for the site has to be agreed along with the details of how the ground floor units and
market will be managed and by whom
Public art has to be agreed.

We need to make sure that the community stays informed and that our voice is heard at all the right times. At the
end of the day we’re the ones who will live with the scheme so we have to make sure it’s the best we can get. We’ll
be working closely and in partnership with Fifth Capital and their team to make sure of it!

If you want to get actively involved in the coming months then let us know
If you might be interested in occupying space on the ground floor let us know (but bear in mind that it won’t
be completed until sometime in 2018)
If you want to invest, come and talk to us (or Marc!)
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If you want to learn from our experience, get in touch.
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CAG in the media…
Posted on October 15, 2015

Bristol Post

http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/George-Ferguson-praises-approved-plan/story-27998012-detail/story.html

Bristol Cable

http://thebristolcable.org/2015/10/carriageworks-development-in-a-mixed-bag-result/

ITV

http://www.itv.com/news/west/2015-10-15/approved-bristols-carriageworks-buildings-redevelopment-plan/

BBC

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-34530135

Bristol Post

http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/Plan-Carriageworks-site-Stokes-Croft-gets-ahead/story-27985999-detail/story.html

Bristol 247

http://www.bristol247.com/channel/news-comment/daily/news-wire/carriageworks-plans-finally-approved

BBC Radio Bristol

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p033d7rj#play (Roughly 1hr10 and 2hr10 into the programme – also see
transcript)
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BBC Radio interviews with CAG and
Fifth Capital
Posted on October 15, 2015

Members of the public interviewed on Stokes Croft:

I remember time and again there have been conversations in the Council about doing it up. They didn’t come
to fruition so you kind of forget about these things.
There’s so much need for a push from the community to do so many different things in the building; it’s a
terrific opportunity. It’s something that Bristol could do to be proud of.
It’s good news.
Such a waste. Could be such a lovely building with people living in there.
Should be affordable housing.
It isn’t an eye-sore. It should be opened up to let people do what they want with it. That would be better.
It’s been a bit of an eyesore for a long time. With many people looking for housing in the area. Will benefit
Stokes Croft and also tenants or people looking to purchase property in the area.

Laura Rawlings interview with Lori Streich and Cllr Rob Telford

2015-10-15 07:40

LR: Is this good news?

LS: Yes it is. Cautious optimism – it’s been an incredibly long road. A very significant step to actually achieving the
end of dereliction of the site.

LR: When we spoke last time (in April) there had been concerns about making sure the development is in keeping
with quirkiness of the area, the lack of affordable properties, that it wouldn’t be this gated closed off community.
Has that been addressed now?

LS: That has been addressed. A lot has changed since April. CAG has been very actively engaged in a really good
quite often difficult dialogue with the developer. To their credit FC have responded positively and creatively and
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made a lot of changes. Most significantly there’s a lot more commercial and open space. It is no longer gated; it’s
been designed so that it would be pretty much impossible to turn it into a gated community.

LR: Lets bring in Rob. Are you happy with the plans?

RT: Yes we are largely. What’s been amazing with this process is that for the last year at least it started in a not
consultative way. A lot of developers come to Bristol saying what they want to do and don’t start with a consultative
frame of mind. But in this case the developer has gone away and thought he really wants this to happen and has
actually worked with the community. That’s good to see. Would have saved a lot of time if they’d come with the
right mindset from the start. It’s positive news that it’s happened eventually.

LR: You say it’s the developer who came with the right mindset. People are saying this morning, ‘why has it taken
the Council 30 years to do something?’

RT: What happened is we had a compulsory purchase process to work with a registered social landlord but that fell
through partly because Fifth Capital came in the frame. It’s been an eyesore for so long. It’s desperate for
development.

LR: Is there anything we can learn?
RT: We have to learn the lessons of consultation from this. CAG has done amazing exemplary work to bring the
Community Vision to fruition. It really has been amazingly exemplary work – the kind of stuff we should be looking at
for all major developments in Bristol.

Laura Rawlings interview with Marc Pennick

2015-10-15 08:40

LR: Marc Pennick owns Fifth Capital London – the company that will own the site. It’s all changed sine we spoke to
you last (in April). It’s all good news. What will people see?

MP: Last night was very enjoyable with the consent going through. It’s come a long way since April. With almost
1500 objections, last night we had 2 objections. We’ve turned it around over the last 6-7 months. The scheme that
we’ll start in the next 6-7 months is a vibrant new square, apartments, independent businesses, pop-up shops,
exactly what Stokes Croft needs.

LR: People were concerned that it would be exclusive, that it wouldn’t fit in the area, that it would be gated.
Segregated yuppie flats was some of the concern and that there wouldn’t be enough affordable properties. But all
of that has been ironed out?

MP: Through good work with CAG and good dialogue with wider community the gates have gone, the scheme’s
been changed, we’ve got more commercial, more independent businesses going in there, affordable housing has
gone up, and we’re looking forward to starting on the site. It’s been 27 years of pain for the area and we’re just
looking forward to getting on.
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LR: How do think it will it change the whole area?
MP: Stokes Croft has never really had much investment on the site itself and also in the wider area. We need to
create a hub area that people not just in the area use but people in the wider city see it as a centre point. By
creating this new market square that will be open at weekends with new independent businesses, it’s going to be a
destination point.

LR: When will work start?

MP: We still have to sign S.106 agreement with the Council but that won’t take too long; there’s a lot of goodwill
from Council members and the Carriageworks Action Group. One of the big points is that we’ve got some people
who are on the site at the moment, some of them have been there for quite a while 5-6 years, and I’ve given my
word that they’ve got 6 months until they have to vacate then we can get on

LR: How confident that you can deliver exactly what’s in the plans?

MP: These plans that we’ve proposed are not just going to be the plans but they will get better, we’re going to
refine them, we’re going to work with CAG and the local community, we’re going to keep working on these plans
and we’re going to keep making them better.

LR: If everything goes to plan when could it be finished?

MP: As soon as we start on site we should be done in 18-20 months.

LR: Wow – what a transformation that area’s going to see. Thank you.
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Updates from Bristol Planning Committee
Posted on October 14, 2015

Click refresh for the latest from the Planning Committee.  We’ll update at the top of the page.

18:58  The room empties!
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18:57 A vote. All for except for Ani S-T who votes against.

18:49 Cllr Martin Fodor. We’ve seen community objection, a developer pull rug out of CPO. There was a lot of
pressure on us in April to refuse permission. Felt ambivelent that we were going to send it back for improvements
as refusing would have resulted in appeal. It’s an important lesson. Our ambition needs to be as high as it can be.
With strong messages we have achieved more. We might not have everything that all would like, but we have an
agreement that is a partnership with the community. Agree on wording to “work with community” not just “consult
with”. That will strengthen it and show what we really wanted.  Chair wants to deal with this issue. Sees
consultation as something that we have a formula for (MF says he’s not sure we do). Would be worried about
nebulous word like “work” – not sure we understand that in the Council (laughter). Would be dangerous to include
words that could be misinterpreted. Don’t believe it worthy of change. MF: Some people in public look sceptical.
Consultation can be done badly or well. Working in partnership requires a certain standard. Also wants to raise
local employment – needs to be monitored. There is still disquiet that we’re not getting a % of affordable or social
housing that is our aspiration – the viability test can be abused. We should thank officers, community and
developer. To wrap up: wants to see “working in partnership” used as the wording. Cllr Helen Holland: we have the
SCI – refer to that in the Condition? Cllr Ani S-T: The importance is that it is remarkable how well FC have worked
with CAG, but we need to ensure that this is iron clad in the future – whichever way it is worded has to be iron clad.
Chair: would be happy with ref to SCI – it gives us something to refer to. Agreed on that change.

18:45  Cllr Peter Abraham. Have been involved in planning for 50 years. Have seen dark times regarding this
building. Was threatened by the owner.  Never believed we’d get to where we are – it seemed impossible. Today
this is better than I hoped for. Only a short time ago the scheme was not acceptable to me and many others. It’s
right that it’s as good as we’re going to get. We shouldn’t sell ourselves short. But it needs action. So I’d like to
thank Officers for the work to get it right and interpret our views, and the developer who has picked up and
listened, and the community who has really changed things and changed their own views. This is partnership to get
the best we can and pull it off. But, but, we have to be vigilent. We still have to watch what happens. I hope the
Conditions are strong enough to hold firm. Accept that some things are beyond planning control, but they’re not
beyond us as a Council. So we need to step in if people are going to become homeless. Move that we grant
planning permission with conditions in the report. Seconded. Martin Fodor wants to speak.

18:43  Cllr (can’t see his name, sitting next to Helen Holland): Congratulates community groups and officers in
ensuring the scheme is as good as possible, and the developer for changing the scheme. No doubt that the
scheme needs redeveloping. Our committee wants the best project, not just any old one. The street art on
Carriageworks is ever changing. I will miss that aspect, but not the rest of the state of the building. Interested in
public art Condition 14. As much as I am a fan of grafitti art I am aware it can lead to tagging. Would be nice if
some balance could be made so that street art is confined and concerns of neighbours are taken on board.
Pleased to see even delivery hours and bin collections conditions are in place.

18:41 Cllr Helen Holland. Wasn’t here in April. Really delighted that there has been such a level of engagement and
that community feels they have had real influence. Want to pick up on Rob Telford’s point re wishing this had been
done first time. Council has a prize winning Statement of Community Invovlmeent. This scheme should be used as
best practice in how SCI works. This has been far beyond, and has turned a mountain of objection into support.
Will be voting in favour.

http://www.bristol.gov.uk/sites/default/files/assets/documents/Statement%20of%20Community%20Involvement_0.pdf
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18:36 Cllr Ani Stafford Townsend. Crucial that CAG stay involved. Would like proposed amendment but change
from simply consult with to “work with”.  Also a few other issues.  A2 Dominion have been mentioned a few times,
but no mention in the Conditions. The mention of them has sweetened the plan to the community. Would like to
see A2 or another RSL included in the conditions. Chair asks for answer to this point. Planning Officer says we
can’t specify which companies to work with. But can say a registered provider has to provide the affordable
housing. (Misses the point that Ani is talking about more than just the 8 affordable units). The delivery management
plan will establish a relationship of the nature with A2 but can’t nail it down beyond affordable housing. Ani: re the
travellers – wants a condition that they have 6 months to vacate the site. Planner: We can’t condition this through
planning conditions but we can contact housing colleagues and alert them to the need for their services.

18:33  Cllr Mark Wright. I spoke against the scheme in April. The previous plans were difficient in a number of ways,
pleased they were sent back for more work. Genuinely surprised when I saw what came back. Normally the
developer comes back with only notional change. That’s not happened here. My gasp was well and truly flabbered.
Fifth Capital have addressed the issues in a serious way. The plans we see now are very much improved. Not
brilliant – affordable housing could be better. But they have done enough and a bit more to conform with the Vision.
Feel that these plans are good enough and workable. Will lead to a positive improvement of the local community.
Agree need ongoing community involvment in case Marc goes under a bus. Developers don’t normally behave like
this. I support the plans.

18:29  Peter Westbury is going through the changes to the proposals comparing before and after. Cycle parking,
relationship with Tucketts and the new walkway through, absence of any gates, Ashley Road frontage (lowered in
scale and gap to Tucketts), affordable housing now in block backing on Croft Dale at southern side of site,
alterations to building heights to reduce overlooking on Hepburn Road. Any questions? Officer opinion is that the
scheme can be supported.

18:26  End of statements. Peter Westbury, Planning Officer now speaking. Two points to highlight. Refer to the
amendment sheet esp. P.25. Suggesting to put on the decision notice Conditions 12,13,14, 15 & 19 that CAG and
other stakeholders are involved in discussions.  Other Conditions are technical matters that wouldn’t attract debate
–  things that either are or aren’t.  Also mentions Condition 19 re delivery management plan – it has a number of
elements that have come out in the public comments received. Condition 19 already includes establishing a
resident liaison group.

18:21  Next five – no one to speak. Following five – no one to speak. Following five – Chris Chalkley from PRSC to
speak. For last two days I’ve been at Bristol New Economy Summit where some of the city’s brightest minds are
trying to work out ways to build a future that can work bearing in mind climate change and the financial system –
looking for new thinking. The fundamental thing with the proposed development is that it is old thinking. The market
mechanisms do not deliver what is required for community so we end up with a scheme that does not fulfil the
spirit of the Vision – although Marc has worked hard to get a flavour of it. Can’t blame him – he’s a capitalist! But
you end up with 10% affordable housing. There are people who think differently. Stokes Croft is at the forefront.
CAG and the community have fought for a long time over this empty property. In the face of extraordinary difficulty
they have done pretty well.  Nationally Labour councillor have a new leader that focuses on equality. For the Greens
– what does a resilient city look like?
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18:17 Marc Pennick speaking. 6 months ago the decision was deferred so that differences could be worked
through. 1400 people had objected.  Now it’s only 2. Fifth Capital has listened to the community and worked with
CAG. Have met with residents of Hepburn Road and addressed their concerns. Changed the Ashley Road building.
 Worked with Tucketts building who now support the scheme. There is space for independent businesses and a
market, and the amount of business space is increased. You asked me to listen to the community, we have and the
community has spoken. Please consider the proposal before you.

18:16 Rob Telford. Won’t repeat what’s already been said – but this is about community involvement. There are
lessons for the city to learn. There is still the outstanding issue of affordable housing – we’re not meeting the 30%
target. Need to keep this in mind in the city otherwise it’s a worthless policy.

18:14  Prue Hardwick.  Wants to reiterate that Marc Pennick has broken all the stereotypes. No longer the ‘don’t
give a toss’ ‘big bad wolf’ from London. But we need to build in community engagement in case he goes under a
bus. Bear in mind that you the Councillors want this to be as good as possible.  Without CAG there none of us
have the power to influence – we are the watch dogs to nip at the heals and help the Council out. Hold your heads
up and say “we did the best we could”.

18:10 The next five statements, but none of them are here / want to speak. The next five: Lori Streich to speak for
CAG. Thank you to everyone who supports our position. Five years of hard work to get to where we are and to
bring the community behind a vision for the site and to work with the developer. Hard work but we’re nearly there.
 But many details still to address.  Key questions for CAG: 1. Maintain close involvement with CAG. A precedent
from Trafford Council. Fifth Capital are keen for involvemenet. But we’d like it written into the Committee’s decision.
So far the Committee has been bold to get collaboration with the community.  Need it in writing to continue in case
a different developer gets involved. 2. Still some concerns, mainly affordable housing. We’ve had constructive
discussions with Fifth Capital and A2 Dominion. Would like to ensure that committee gets Officers to work with us
to get amount of affordable housing increased and even get social housing included. Finally, thank you to the
committee and to Fifth Capital for working with us and producing a much more acceptable scheme.

18:09 The first five statements. Hugh Nettelfield speaking: a sense of gratitude that Fifth Capital have engaged with
the community and changed their scheme. But a sense that we need to maintain community involvement at every
stage. 1. Need to ensure a reasonable local employment strategy that is properly monitored. 2. Need an effective
management plan with community involvement at its heart.

18:08  They’re dealing with other procedural matters before getting to Carriageworks

18:05  Cllrs Ani Stafford-Townsend and Mark Wright say that although they previously objected to Carriageworks
application they are now open minded.

18:03  The Chair (Cllr Peter Abraham) says there are 40 statements but only 30 mins so he’s going to ask for
people to speak in groups of five!

18:01  Under starters order, and they’re off (with a sound check)
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17:54   Everyone is gathering.  The room is full of UWE first year planning students. What will they make of this?!
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Reporting from the Planning
Committee tomorrow
Posted on October 13, 2015

CAG will be at the Planning Committee tomorrow, Wednesday 14 October from 6pm.

We’ll keep a blog going through the discussions so you can stay updated even if you can’t get there in person.

We’ll also tweet from @Carriageworks2 and use hashtag #bristolcarriageworks
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Recent Media Coverage
Posted on October 13, 2015

Thursday 8th October

Bristol Post http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/Revised-plan-mean-end-sight-derelict/story-27940767-detail/story.html

Insider City View http://www.insidermedia.com/insider/south-west/149080-redevelopment-bristols-worst-
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eyesore-nears/

Wednesday 7th October

Bristol 247 http://www.bristol247.com/channel/news-comment/daily/politics/carriageworks-plans-recommended-
for-approval
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Press Release: Planners must ensure
ongoing community involvement
Posted on October 12, 2015

A community group is calling on Bristol Planners to keep them involved in the redevelopment of a city
centre site that has been derelict for 30 years.

The Grade II Listed Carriageworks and neighbouring Westmoreland House were last occupied in the 1980s. Since
then they have been a blight on the local neighbourhood as they have fallen into ruin. In early 2011 the
Carriageworks Action Group (CAG) was formed to prepare a Vision for the site. Now, nearly five years later, it looks
like something might be about to happen. But are the planners about to cut the community out of the scheme?

On Wednesday 14 October the Council will decide whether to give giving planning permission to Fifth Capital
London to redevelop the site.

Lori Streich, Chair of CAG, said:

“The local community has worked incredibly hard to get these proposals. To begin with we were very opposed to
Fifth Capital’s proposals as they were so different to our Vision for the site.  But in the last six months they have
worked closely with us and made significant changes and improvements. Assuming planning permission is given
on Wednesday, we want this strong working relationship to continue while the fine details of the scheme are
worked up.

“Fifth Capital say they are happy to work closely with us, but the planners have not written us into the draft planning
permission.  This must change.  It’s like an insurance policy – we need it in writing in case things go wrong.  It’s the
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only way to ensure that the community voice remains heard and that community needs are met”.

CAG is hoping that the Council’s planning committee will tell its Officers to change the wording of the planning
permission to ensure that the community stays part of all future discussions.
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Something nice for the weekend…
Posted on October 9, 2015

Little Boxes - Walk off the Earth

Courtesy of the very wonderful Walk off the Earth.  One day they might come to Bristol
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Council must ensure community
stays involved
Posted on October 7, 2015

UPDATE: The deadline for sending statements has now passed. Planning Committee meets to make
decision at 6pm on Wed 14th at Watershed.

We want to make sure that the Council gives its weight to ensuring that the community stays involved in the
Carriageworks development as the detailed proposals are drawn up. Fifth Capital have assured us that we will be
closely involved but we want to see something in writing and attached to the planning permission. At the moment
the Council has singularly failed to do this.

We are asking you to send a statement to the Council’s Planning Committee urging them to write CAG’s
involvement into future discussions. For our part, we will make the process as open as possible and involve other
people with the expertise or knowledge to contribute and ensure that the Community Vision is delivered.

You can use this form to send an email to the Planning Committee on 14 October. You must send the email by
noon on Tuesday 13 October. You don’t have to attend the Committee to read it out, but you can if you want (and it
will add to the impact).

Paste the following text into the comment box below or, even better, write your own thoughts (which will increase
the impact).  Make sure you add your name and address or postcode so that the Council knows you are a real
person!

Dear Councillors

The Carriageworks and Westmoreland House are incredibly important to our community. For the last four years we have worked hard to express and then secure our Vision for the site's long term future. 

If you give planning permission today there will still be many details to agree. I believe that it is essential that, via the Carriageworks Action Group (CAG), we as a community have a place in the discussions that will follow. I also believe that this will result in an improved development that will benefit everyone involved.

As drafted, the planning permission makes no provision for the involvement of the community and CAG in any future discussions or decision making. Fifth Capital have said that they have no problem with this, but we want to see it in writing and backed up by the Council.

When you make your decision, please ensure that future community involvement via CAG is sufficiently written into and protected in the legal documentation.

Yours sincerely
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[INSERT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS / POSTCODE]

UPDATE: The deadline for sending statements has now passed so the form has been disabled. Planning
Committee meets to make decision at 6pm on Wed 14th at Watershed.

The Carriageworks Action Group will also receive a copy of your email. We will add your email address to our
mailing list (we send out about six email updates per year) but will not share your address with anyone else. If you
do not wish to be added to our mailing list please send a message to info@carriageworks.org.uk
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Message from Fifth Capital
Posted on October 7, 2015

Mark Pennick, Director of Fifth Capital, has asked us to post this message from him:

I am encouraged that the planning officers have recommended the current application for approval. This is
only the start of the process and I hope that the Planning Committee members give this a vote of confidence
on the 14th October. We need to make sure that this scheme is delivered and my company works closely with
the community to get this right.

Good working commercial space is needed with a thriving market that is run by the community. Should the
members vote positively on the scheme we need a management plan that includes everyone and delivers the
plan set out by CAG which is community driven.

I would ask that local residents and the wider community get behind this proposal so we can finally deliver this
exciting development.

Regards
Marc Pennick
Fifth Capital
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Planning Committee recommended
to approve
Posted on October 6, 2015

The report to the Planning Committee on 14 October has been published and recommends that planning
permission be granted.  Click to link to it on the Council’s website (2.4Mb PDF).

The 89 page report deals with the ten points raised at the April committee meeting and other changes since made
by Fifth Capital.  Included as an Appendix is the April report.

Your next step, should you choose to take it, is to make a statement to the Planning Committee.  Click for our
guidelines on what to do.

Once we’ve read the report we’ll post our observations.
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Submit your statement to Planning
Committee – 14 Oct
Posted on October 2, 2015
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The Council has sent letters to everyone who commented on the Fifth Capital planning application telling them that
the application will be considered by Development Control Committee A at its meeting on Wednesday 14
October 2015.

The meeting will take place in the main conference room (Waterside 3) at the Watershed, 1 Canons Road,
Harbourside, Bristol, BS1 5TX starting at 6pm, although it is not possible to say exactley when the
application will be discussed.

Download the notice (60kb pdf).

The planning officer’s report should be available from Wednesday 7 October via  the Council’s planning website.

To make your written or verbal statement to the Planning Committee (speaking is by far the best way of making
sure your opinion is heard by the elected members) you must send it to Democratic Services by 12 noon
on Tuesday 13th October. Download the Council’s guidelines on making a statement (330kb pdf).
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A familar tale?…
Posted on September 29, 2015
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By Grayson Perry.  Remind you of anywhere?

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/grayson-perry-gentrification.jpg
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Raises interesting questions worthy of much debate over a white cider, homebrew, craft ale or chablis (depending
upon which picture you inhabit).

What do you do when an area becomes totally run down?
Have things reached rock bottom when the artists move in?
Once things start to improve does the area attract new types of people?
Do the old inhabitants get squeezed out or does the regeneration process extend to them as well?
Are the hipsters, like the cuckoo, the first sign of spring? And do the investor developers follow them just as
one season follows another?
Are high end apartments an inevitable conclusion to the regeneration process?
And what happens after the bohemian apartments? Does it start all over again?
Can one place accomodate everyone, old and new, traditional and progressive, ordered and anarchic,
conventional and challenging?
Finally, is it possible (or desirable?) to press a pause button, to freeze the cycle and preserve it in time? And
who decides when?

Mull, discuss, respond; because it’s happening in a street near you!
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CAG formal response to Fifth
Capital amendments
Posted on September 29, 2015

Following consultation on our draft response, CAG has now submitted to the Planners its formal response to the
Fifth Capital amendments (120Kb PDF).

The main changes since the draft are the inclusion of quotes from the comments we received (for which many
thanks to everyone who took time to write), and additional sentences calling on the Council to work towards
increasing the amount of social and affordable housing and ensuring that the scheme is delivered in line with
community expectation.
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Response to proposals for redevelopment of Carriageworks and Westmoreland House as amended
September 2015

Context

This response represents the conclusion of five months’ discussions between the Carriageworks Action Group
(CAG) Liaison Group, members of the local community, the planners and Fifth Capital. The response was issued as
a draft for comment via the Carriageworks website from 23  to 28  September.

Summary

Our primary reference point is the Community Vision (2012). This states that CAG is “keen to work with any
organisation that embraces our vision for the future”.

With the changes proposed, overall CAG now supports the application, albeit with some reservations as set out
below.

The five months since the April Planning Committee have seen a much improved working relationship between
CAG and Fifth Capital. We believe that this has facilitated significant improvements to the development proposals.
To ensure that these gains are consolidated and progressed we would ask that the developer and the planners
continue to involve CAG in discussions as the planning permission is finalised and the detailed development
proposals are worked up.

Consultation on the Draft

After discussion by the CAG Liaison Group, a draft of this response was posted on the CAG website on 22
September. It was also sent to the CAG mailing list (630 subscribers) and linked via Facebook and Twitter. A press
release triggered coverage in the Bristol Post and Bristol 247. Eight comments on the draft were received via email
(most of which were transferred to the website) and eight via the website. Further comments were made on Twitter
and Facebook.

Most of the comments received were supportive of the draft response and of the role of CAG in improving the
proposals.

“You have brought about real improvements and clarifications”
“Thanks for all the work to get this far with the redevelopment”
“(I) congratulate those that have dedicated so much of their time to diplomatically represent their community
in the plans for this iconic building”
“You have clearly worked very hard, so well done”
“It seems like there is a will on all sides to engage in conversation for the benefit of the area, which is rare”
“Huge appreciation for continued community action on our behalf”
“Thank you for all your hard work and persistence in seeing this through to this stage with so many significant
improvements from the original scheme”

rd th
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“fantastic work on behalf of the community. If not for orgs like yours we’d all be in the trenches”
“Huge appreciation for continued community action on our behalf”.

There were two main areas of concern. The first was the level of social and affordable housing:

“10 affordable units, and over 100 not affordable units. Is that what the area needs?”
“I still have major concern about the low level of affordable housing when the whole of Bristol is sorely in need
of more of such housing”
“Without social housing central to the plan it’s just another white elephant compounding Bristol’s problems”
“another affordable housing sell out”
“they have entirely sidestepped issues of housing density, quality and affordability.”

There was additional concern that private landlords will buy into the development and push up rents: “it is clearly in
the best interests of the community in the long-term if the accommodation is in some way protected from
becoming buy-to-let”.

The second area of concern related to the agreement between the planners and the developer:

“hope you can get everyone to “sign on the dotted line” asap”
“from very bitter experience – things can change the moment any permission is given. Marc Pennick may
have been really positive but he (or his Board) may still flog it off to someone else, after which much of what
you have fought for could be up for grabs again.”
“the concern is that this conversation gets lost due to a lack of legal obligation on behalf of Fifth Capital as
well as future landlords further down the line. To this end I hope the council continues to represent the
interests of CAG, particularly with regard to awarding the freehold to the housing association and detailing the
management plan to provide significant control to a suitable management company. Good luck!”
“Can binding agreements be made, when the developer can sell on the site and permissions?”
“(I) am hesitantly confident that these new proposals, IF adhered to and respected by both the developers
and the council show a major improvement on the original plans”
“hope we can write in legally binding guarantees that will prevent back-sliding in the long term.”

Other comments related to dust and treatment of asbestos during demolition, concern that the target of 75%
independent traders may not be achieved,

A poll on the CAG website attracted 25 votes. 17 votes gave full support for the draft and a further 4 gave partial
support.

Continue reading →
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Posted in consultation, council, fifth capital, plans | Leave a reply
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Make sure the Planners hear you….
Posted on September 25, 2015

Whether you’re for or against the revised proposals from Fifth Capital, it’s important the Planners hear your voice.
 Here’s what to do.

1. Have a look at the revised proposals.

a) Download and have a look at the revised floor plans (5Mb PDF) and elevations (30Mb PDF)

b) Read Fifth Capital’s summary of the proposals (the Design and Access Statement) (10Mb PDF)

d) Have a look at what CAG thinks

d) You can also see the full proposals on the planning website (persevere – it takes ages to load!)

2. Write your comments in the Council’s planning website comments box.  (Write them in direct but note that the
page will time-out. So if you’re writing lots or will get interrupted it’s best to write them in a text editor and then
paste when you’re ready)

Technically (i.e. the planners tell us) the only issues for consideration are the ten points raised at the April committee
meeting.  Everything else is taken as agreed. However, don’t let that get in the way of a good argument!

Deadline: For Planners to take your comments into account in their final report they need to hear from you by
Tuesday 29 September.

3. Submit a statement direct to the Planning Committee (A) – the agenda is likely to be published two weeks before
the meeting i.e. 1 October. Petitions and statements must be received by noon on the working day prior to the
meeting. So your submission must be received at the latest by 12.00 noon on Tuesday 13th October. Send
to democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk

4. Come to the Planning Committee (A) – 6pm on Wed 14th October at the Watershed.  The best way to make
sure the Planning Committee know what you think is to read your statement out to them.

5. Then sit and listen (quietly – eh hm) to the Committee’s deliberations.
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6. Retire gracefully to celebrate / commiserate / disect depending upon what you said in 2, 3 and 4 above.

If you have questions or need help, just let us know.  Write in the comments box below or email us at
ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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Recent media coverage…
Posted on September 24, 2015

Bristol 24/7

http://www.bristol247.com/channel/news-comment/daily/news-wire/community-gives-backing-to-carriageworks-
plan

Bristol Post

http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/decades-overshadowing-Stokes-Croft-eyesore-site/story-27854676-detail/story.html
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Press Release: Working with community
improves Carriageworks proposals
Posted on September 23, 2015

Wednesday 23rd September 2015
Immediate release

Five months ago city planners faced a barrage of opposition to plans to redevelop the Carriageworks and

Westmoreland House. Listening to local people, the planners told the developer to work with the community to

improve their scheme. After a process which the local action group describes as positive and lively, the ideas have

been amended. But will it win over local people?

The Carriageworks and Westmoreland House have been derelict since the 1980s. Various attempts by the owners

to redevelop it had failed so in 2012 the local community, lead by the Carriageworks Action Group, published its

own Community Vision. The City Council offered to use compulsory purchase powers to ensure that redevelopment

took place and Knightstone Housing Association were identified as the preferred developer. Then, a year ago, Fifth

Capital London emerged from nowhere with rights to purchase the site. But their plans were met with scorn. 1,400

objections, a march on the planning committee and many robust criticisms resulted in the developers being told to

think again.

For the last five months the Carriageworks Action Group has been working with Fifth Capital and the planners to try

and improve the redevelopment proposals. With a few reservations they now think the scheme is worthy of their

support. But before sending their final conclusions to the planners they want to ask local people what they think.

Lori Streich, Chair of CAG, said:

“This has been a long process. Communities are rarely given the opportunity to be this closely involved in

planning a major redevelopment. The council’s committee took a bold step in insisting that Fifth Capital work

with us. Equally Marc Pennick, MD of Fifth Capital, deserves credit for changing his approach and engaging in

a constructive and collaborative way.
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We haven’t got everything we wanted, especially social housing, but on many other issues he has listened
and adapted the scheme. In particular the ground floor access and the business space are now much much
better. With proper management it should make a positive contribution to the local area. The concerns of
neighbours have also resulted in design changes which has been important in winning our support.
Now we need to know if local people agree that the scheme should go ahead”.

CAG have published a draft response on their website and are asking for comments and indications of support or
opposition by 28 September. With changes made it will then be submitted to the planners in time for the planning
committee on 14 October.

Contact

Lori Streich
Chair of Carriageworks Action Group
Available for phone interviews on Thursday 24 September.
07813 823175
admin@carriageworks.org.uk

Notes for Editors

1. The Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site has been vacant and derelict since 1982. It has been owned
by Comer Homes since 1988.
2. The Carriageworks Action Group was formed in 2011 to consult on and prepare a Community Vision for the site.
The Vision was approved by CAG and the City Council in 2012.
3. In 2013 Knightstone Housing Association was identified as the City Council’s preferred developer of the site. The
City Council would use compulsory purchase powers to ensure that the site was redeveloped.
4. Fifth Capital purchased an option to buy the site in 2014 subject to them first obtaining planning permission.
5. The Planning Committee will consider the changes to the scheme at its meeting on 14 October 2015.
6. If Fifth Capital gain planning permission they will aim to start construction in the Spring 2016. Works will take up
to two years to complete.
7. Further information including the latest designs at http://carriagworks.org.uk
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Capital’s plans
Posted on September 22, 2015

Fifth Capital’s revised planning application will most likely be going to the Planning Committee on 14 October.  The
CAG Liaison Group and the community have been discussing changes to the scheme since April so now is the
time for us to send our conclusions to the Planners.

Back in April we were totally opposed to the proposals, along with 1400 other people who registered their
objections. But things have moved on and there have been significant changes to the scheme. So should we now
give it our support?

Following on from the last Community Meeting we have drafted the response below. We want to know what you
think – do you agree with the draft or should it be changed?

Here’s what to do:

1. Read the response – either below or download the draft response (PDF)
2. Write any comments in the comment box below, or send them to ideas@carriageworks.org.uk  If you

disagree with the draft it would be especially useful to know why. Please send comments by 28 September.
3. Select one of the options from the multiple choice in the box at the bottom of the page
4. Write your own response to the Planners.  Go to the Council’s planning website and submit your comments.

 Note that if you want to write lots it’s better to write in a text editor and paste them in as the webpage can
time-out if you take too long. Closing date for the Planners is 2 October.

Carriageworks Action Group

Planning application reference 14/05930/F

DRAFT Response to proposals for redevelopment of Carriageworks and Westmoreland House as
amended September 2015

CONTEXT

This response represents the conclusion of five months’ discussions between the Carriageworks Action Group
(CAG) Liaison Group, members of the local community, the planners and Fifth Capital. The response was issued as
a draft for comment via the Carriageworks website from 23  to 28  September. [Comments received may lead to
changes in the draft prior to submission to the planners.]

SUMMARY

Our primary reference point is the Community Vision (2012). This states that CAG is “keen to work with any
organisation that embraces our vision for the future”.
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With the changes proposed, overall CAG now supports the application, albeit with some reservations as set out

below.

The five months since the April Planning Committee have seen a much improved working relationship between

CAG and Fifth Capital. We believe that this has facilitated significant improvements to the development proposals.

To ensure that these gains are consolidated and progressed we would ask that the developer and the planners

continue to involve CAG in discussions as the planning permission is finalised and the detailed development

proposals are worked up.

RESPONSE

The April Planning Committee identified ten points which it wanted addressed by Fifth Capital. We detail our

response to each of these below. We also address other issues which we feel are of great importance even though

these were not specifically identified by the Planning Committee’s decision.

ENGAGEMENT WITH COMMUNITY GROUPS INCLUDING THE CARRIAGEWORKS ACTION GROUP.

Since the April Planning Committee the CAG Liaison Group has welcomed Fifth Capital’s positive approach to

engaging with, listening to and addressing the concerns of the local community. In this time, members of the

Liaison Group have had a number of productive meetings with Fifth Capital. The developer has also met with other

local parties, including the owner of 108 Stokes Croft, and attended three community meetings where they have

provided briefings and engaged in lively debate about a wide range of issues relating to the proposals.

THE QUANTITY AND POSITION OF VISITORS CYCLE PARKING

The total number of cycle spaces has increased from 196 to 216. Of these, 32 (up from 12) are provided for the

use of visitors in the main square. This is an improvement.

We would like to point out that there are already problems finding suitable cycle parking in the surrounding area.

This could justify contributions to additional off-site provision.

RELATIONSHIP WITH 108 STOKES CROFT

The issues raised in April related to the boxing-in of the rear of 108 by the new development. This was of particular

concern to the owner and occupiers of the property. As the owner is an architect and very capable of representing

their own interests the Liaison Group has not sought to get overly involved in the discussions. We understand from

the owner that his concerns have been addressed by the design changes.

We also understand that the five wheelie bins currently stored to the rear of 108 will now be stored in the new

development. This is an improvement.

THE SCALE OF DEVELOPMENT ON ASHLEY ROAD AND THE LACK OF SET BACK

The scale has been reduced and the building set back from the pavement. It is now much more in keeping with the

Conservation Area and the recommendations of the Planning Inspector in 2010.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TOWARDS THE IMPROVEMENT OF THE ASHLEY ROAD/A38 JUNCTION.

We understand that there is a financial offer but we have not been involved in any discussions about how it will be

used. We would like CAG to be involved in discussions as the proposals are progressed.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE USE OF THE GROUND FLOOR UNITS INCLUDING REVISIONS TO RELEVANT

PLANNING CONDITIONS, IN PARTICULAR CONDITION 27.

We have had extensive discussions with Fifth Capital about the future management of the site. Since the proposed

design changes in June we have sought the input of companies that are experienced in the management of

markets and small business units and have shared their comments with Fifth Capital. These are reflected in the

‘strategy for delivering active, vital and viable mixed uses’.

We understand the essence of the proposals to be:

Continuing improvement, investment and consultation through providing …. flexible non- residential

accommodation that will be activated by having a variety of uses

The creation of a permeable through route (facilitating a vibrant culture)

An increase in non-residential space from 659 to 1010 sqm GIA along with increased active frontages in the

public square

An increase in the size of the public square from 745 to 1050 sqm

Design improvements as detailed in the Delivery Management Plan

Active management by the final appointed Management Company

Close working with the local community and the Council, in the spirit of the Community Vision

Development and evolution of a unique environment in the spirit of Stokes Croft

A cohesive approach that connects communities and maximises ground floor uses

A commitment to continuing improvement and investment.

We welcome this new approach. In particular: we welcome the increase in space for commercial and community

spaces, the market area providing a low barrier to entry for new businesses, the proposals for community and

Council involvement in long term management and the essence of the Delivery Management Plan.

More recent discussions with operators of other facilities indicate that the proposed unit sizes are too big to attract

the type of small independent businesses (typically 1-3 people) that typify non-retail occupiers in and around Stokes

Croft. In addition, smaller units will be more likely to qualify for relief from business rates. We understand that units

can be sub-divided but this should be written into the management plan.

The target should be 100% occupation by independent businesses (not 75%).

The document states that the management development plan will include details of how the management company

will be established. We believe that this should be an organisation with a proven track record in managing similar

and comparable sites and that ideally the management company should itself be some form of social enterprise.

The organisation should either be based in Bristol or have a good knowledge of the city. The management

company should foster and support start-up businesses, should be hands-on in its management style and should
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actively work towards achieving and maintaining the “buzzing, vibrant place …. that directly contribute(s) to the

vitality and character of the local area” as envisaged by the Community Vision.

We understand that the need for a management plan will be included in the S.106 agreement between the

developer and the planners. As many devils may lurk in the detail of this plan we believe that the creation of this

plan needs close involvement of the community including CAG and representatives of local businesses.

ON SITE RENEWABLES (ONLY 5%) – EXPLORE THE POSSIBILITY OF USING OTHER TECHNOLOGIES.

This was not the subject of our discussions with Fifth Capital. We understand that the area of PVs is increased from

168 to 214sqm. We welcome this increase.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ON THE PROPOSED GATES, INCLUDING CONSIDERATION OF THEIR REMOVAL FROM THE

SCHEME.

We understand that there are no gates in the revised plans. Fifth Capital have introduced some significant changes

to the through route. In particular they have provided a new access from Ashley Road opposite the top of Picton St,

have removed buildings that obstruct sight lines to from the access entrance to the square, have increased the size

of access routes. As a result they have effectively designed out the gates. We welcome these changes.

CONSIDERATION TO A REDUCTION ON TIMESCALE FOR IMPLEMENTATION OF ANY PERMISSION INCLUDING A REVISED

CONDITION 1.

Fifth Capital have told us that they will accept a two year period in which they have to start development. We

welcome this change.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING – CONSIDER IF THE MIX WITHIN THE 8 UNITS CAN BE CHANGED.

We understand that the number of affordable (shared ownership) units has increased from 8 to 10 (5 x 1 bed and 5

x 2 bed), or 10% of the total. All the units are now located in Block D (adjacent to the rear of the Carriageworks and

backing onto Croft Dale) as opposed to in the Carriageworks.

We are disappointed that the proposals have not provided any significant increase in the amount of affordable

housing and do not provide any social housing. 10% is still far below the Council’s own policy of 30%.

We note that there has been a change in the number of smaller units for market rent and sale and that these will

have lower values and therefore be affordable to more people. However, they will only meet the needs of some

people and do not address the need for affordable or social rented family units.

We also note that the freehold of the site may be sold to a housing association which, we hope, will be able to

increase the number of social and affordable units. We also hope that the involvement of the housing association

will introduce a high quality of residential management and avoid large numbers of properties becoming buy-to-let

units. We are due to meet the housing association shortly after the Planning Committee.

OTHER ISSUES
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Visual appearance
The developer has gone to great lengths to have their architects address local concerns. However, we still believe

that the design misses the opportunity to create an inspirational development of which we will be proud. Much of

the design is formulaic with little reference to local materials or styles. This is a shame but we appreciate that it is

too late for wholesale revisions to the design approach. Furthermore the developer has indicated that surface

treatments and details can still be discussed. We look forward to seeing approaches that help us develop pride in

the development.

Design
Costas Georghiou submitted an eloquent objection to the original scheme detailing a number of design issues. We

believe that some of these have been addressed, at least in part, but hope, as with the visual appearance, that

further improvements can be made as the detailed design progresses.

Hepburn Road
Fifth Capital have engaged with residents of Hepburn Road in a positive manner; attending a meeting with residents

in August, visiting residents houses and developing solutions to local concerns. This is very much welcomed and

has helped us believe that they are genuinely listening to the community.

Local employment and apprenticeships
A development of this scale must deliver benefits to the local community in terms of training and jobs. Effective

implementation of Condition 12 in the April committee report is vital.

Cultural plan and public art
Conditions 14 and 15 in Committee report of April 2015 state that a cultural programme and public art plan must

be approved. These must reflect the local area and its culture. The local community must be closely involved in the

development and delivery of these plans. They must not be imposed by distant consultants and officers.

We propose that the management company, as we detail above, be responsible for delivery of the cultural and arts

plans. This will help ensure that the company is embedded in the local community and will also give a significant

funding injection (from the S106 contribution) into the company and organisation and the community.

On-site travellers
The travellers living on the site have been involved in CAG since 2011. We understand that Fifth Capital have

guaranteed them 6 months notice to find an alternative site. We also understand that it is the Council’s

responsibility to help find sites for travellers. We ask the planners to ensure that their colleagues fulfil their

commitments to the travellers and find move-on sites within 6 months.

The travellers have provided site security for many years. Given the safety issues on the site consideration will have

to be given to ensuring ongoing security after the travellers vacate the site.

WILL WE GET WHAT WE THINK WE’LL GET?

Fifth Capital have taken many steps to try to convince us that their proposals are worthy of our support. We

acknowledge and thank them for their efforts. This working relationship must continue and we must also safeguard
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against unanticipated change.

The commitments recently made by Fifth Capital must be embedded in legally enforceable agreements.

Furthermore, we have to be sure that circumstances do not result in Fifth Capital or a future purchaser changing the

nature and character of the development so that it diverges from the Community Vision.

As an unincorporated community we are unable to enter into legally binding agreements with Fifth Capital or their

successors in title that will ensure we get what we think we’ll get. For that we have to look to the City Council.

We request that:

1. the planners ensure that CAG continue to be involved in negotiations surrounding the S.106 agreement and

all other aspects of the development

2. the planners ensure that Fifth Capital’s commitments, especially those regarding the long term management

of the site, are thoroughly protected

3. if any changes to the proposals are requested that the community is fully consulted and that the applicant for

the changes be required to fully engage with CAG and the community in a manner similar to Fifth Capital

since April.

CONCLUSION

We have detailed above our response to all the various issues. We also acknowledge the efforts made by Fifth

Capital since April to engage with the local community. In this we feel that Fifth Capital have gone further than many

other developers.

The Community Vision states:

“The Carriageworks development will make a positive contribution to the economy, culture and environment of

Stokes Croft and surrounding area. It will be a mixed use development that is home to many activities, businesses

and people. It will be a buzzing, vibrant place for people from the local communities and from further afield. We

want to see the dereliction of this site addressed as a priority and are keen to work with any organisation that

embraces our vision for the future.”

Under ‘Delivery’ it states:

“We are looking for a developer who will go the extra mile to deliver a scheme of which we can be proud. We are

determined to find the best developer for the job who will ensure that we are continually involved in the

development process and who will champion our Vision. It is accepted that there will need to be some level of

flexibility in the choice of developer.”

While we still hold reservations about the proposals we have to have regard to the original vision. In particular we

want to see the dereliction addressed and we have to be flexible. We believe that on balance the scheme should

now be given planning permission.
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Carriageworks Action Group

September 2015

Now tell us what you think of the draft above.  If you disagree with it please tell us why in the comments box below.

Vote

View Results Polldaddy.com

Thank you for your time and thoughts
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Revised Viability Appraisal released
Posted on September 18, 2015

Fifth Capital have released their revised viability appraisal. You can download the full appraisal from this site or find it

on the Council’s planning website.
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A comparison with the April version is below. The revisions reflect a reduction in the number of residential units, an

increase in the number of smaller residential units, an increase in the amount of commercial / community spaces.

 The other design changes have not resulted in any significant change in the construction costs.

The essence of the appraisal is:

calculate the value of the completed development

subtract all the costs of development (including the cost of the land)

= the developer’s profit.

The alternative ‘residual land value’ approach is to calculate the value of the completed development, take away

the costs (including the developer’s profit at a % of the development value) with the result being the value of the

land.

April 2015 September 2015

Residential – units for sale 110 102

Average unit sale value £248,136 £247,438

1.Total residential sales £27,295,000 £25,238,659

Residential shared ownership 8 10

Average unit value £128,227 £105,213

2.Total value of shared
ownership

£1,025,820 £1,052,130

Annual income from residential
ground rents

£30,300 £28,200

Yield 6% 6%

3. Capital value of resi’ ground
rents (a)

£497,697 £463,203

Commercial rentable area (sq ft) 7,470 10,872

Rent psf £10.00 £10.00

Annual rent from commercial units £74,700 £108,720

Yield 8% 8%

4. Capital value of commercial £898,501 £1,307,698
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rents (b)

5. Gross Development Value
(1+2+3+4)

£29,717,018 £28,061,690

LESS

Site value £1,426,820 £1,353,953

Stamp duty & fees £82,756 £78,529

Construction area (sq ft) 112,235 105,797

Construction cost (c) £17,738,360 £17,306,114

CIL & S106 payments (d) £638,480 £587,000

Professional fees 10% £1,773,836 £1,730,611

Marketing & letting £438,660 £419,128

Sales fees £445,755 £420,925

Finance @ 7% £1,422,108 £1,394,942

6. Total Costs £23,966,775 £23,291,203

Profit (5-6) £5,750,243 £4,770,487

Profit on GDV 19.35% 17%

(a) Calculation includes Present Value @ 6% for 3 months

(b) Calculation includes Present Value @ 8% for 6 months

(c) April construction cost = £158.05psf. September construction cost = £163.63psf

(d) April retail space Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) = £79,080. September appraisal does not show this

budget line.  Council CIL charging schedule charges retail space at £120psm but B1,B2,B8 (i.e. office and light

industrial) space at £0psm.
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Notes of 10th Sept 2015
Community Meeting
Posted on September 16, 2015

Carriageworks Community Meeting

10 September 2015, 6:30pm, Hamilton House

c.30 people attended including: from CAG Liaison Group; Lori Streich, Pete Bullard, Geoff Butterfield, Janine
McCretton, Prue Hardwick, Julian Mellor and from Fifth Capital; Marc Pennick, Karen Jones, Pete Ladhams. Also
Cllr Rob Telford and Cllr Ani Stafford-Townsend.

Key: Q = question or comment from member of public. A = answer by member of the Fifth Capital team.

Note: to aid readability the questions and answers have been arranged under headings so are not necessarily
shown in chronological order.

Download the slides used in the presentation (23Mb PDF)

Welcome

By Lori. Aim is to hear about the changes to the scheme as now lodged with the planners. Date for Committee not
yet confirmed. Chance for you to ask questions. For CAG this is us taking the temperature. The Liaison Group does
not have a collective position on the changes but we have had many discussions with FC. There have been a lot of
changes since April and since June meeting. Too late for more changes to the proposals so it is about is seeing
how everyone feels about the scheme and to find out what happens next.

Presentation by Fifth Capital

MP: want to spend more time on questions and discussion and less on us talking.

KJ: we’ll go through main changes. Plan to go to committee on 14  Oct but planners’ decision on that only on 28
of Sept.

PL: Main design issues were cycle parking, relationship with 108, scale on Ashley Road, gates, engagement with
community. Also: contribution to road junction, on site renewables, planning conditions re ground floor, timescale
for development, affordable housing. Slide shows list of meetings with community held since April. Explanation of
changes:

th th
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Through route. New permeable route with community and commercial activities in active ground floor spaces,
larger central space. Wider width (4.2 to 4.5m) between Ashley Road building and 108 (allows vehicle access
into the square e.g. for market). Bins are now inside (as opposed to in alleyway).
Taken floor off Ashley Road building and pushed it back from pavement edge (up to 6m from pavement front
edge).
Smaller more affordable flats and some studios. Overall a loss of 6 apartments.
Reduced scale of building facing Hepburn Rd, removed balconies, moved main reception rooms to other
façade (to avoid overlooking of neighbours), angled windows away from Hepburn Rd to avoid overlooking.
Also looked at greening elevations to prevent grafitti. Pushed back roof terraces.
Increased number of solar panels, in part increased by removing one floor from Ashley Rd block.
Removed gates, improved servicing and parking arragenments, reduced building size at rear, more visitor
cycle parking, play area moved to front square, removed the building that used to bridge over adj to 108.
Slide with summary of changes
32 visitor cycle spaces. Remainder of 216 are for residents.

Slides showing access route from Ashley Road, Godwin Yard, Ashley Road building. Bin storage strategy –
localised bin stores for residents, market, commercial units. Secure Bike storage for residential units and 32 visitor
spaces in the main square, Stokes Croft, Hepburn Road, rear square etc.

We’ll put presentation on the website.

KJ: Have agreed to start on site within 2 years.

Delivery Management Plan: Shows how it can become an effective tool for making a difference locally. There is
opportunity to mould it. Core principles identify potential occupiers. Emphasis on independent, art spaces,
performance, Godwin display space etc. Use of space for market with infrastructure. c.25 market spaces. Stalls will
be on site. Other guiding rules:

Target independents – 75% of gross retail to be independent
Target on split between retail, art and other uses
How to ensure that market is well utilised
Rules on management of space by the managmeent company and how that may be set up.
Key principles for fit out e.g. regarding noise spill out that may affect residents
Promotes constant liaison with the Council to make sure it is an active management plan – anticipate it will
form part of a legally agreed S.106 with the Council.

Discussion

PH: Want comments, but try to make them real. This place will only work if the people make it work. It’s past the
point of just being about the buildings.

LS: We need a process for comments that contribute to a dialogue. Planning website only allows for comment, not
debate. So email them to CAG or post on our website and the discussion can continue there.
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Management Plan

Q: Is management plan part of a condition? A: Yes. It will be a legal agreement – harder to change than a condition.

So part of the S.106.

Q: Going forward to when the management plan is being implemented, will those legal obligations be added as

covenants or as something else? A: The management plan will be in a legal agreement with the Council. There will

be a commercial leaseholder and below that a committee that oversees site management. The Committee will

include people living and working there.

RT: 75% independent shops. Strong feelings about large companies. Why not 100%? MP: My position is clear. I

like pop-ups, good for ideas. I don’t believe long leases work – they attract big companies, short leases give people

the chance to come in without tying themselves up for 15 years. So keep short 6mth to 3 year leases. Equally the

leases have to be viable for people running the businesses – so need long enough to get established and make it

work.

Q: Don’t want so rigid that you start kicking out successful businesses.

A: 75% came as a starting point for discussion – so can change. MP: It’s about trust. This isn’t multinationals, this

is independents that will make it work.

Q: There is a case for provision of community space that is accessible, safe, open for a lot of time. There is no

community centre for city centre residents.

Q: What space is available for the community? A: Going for a wide range of uses in the units.

Q: Concern re community uses. Still commercial. Rented to highest bidder. Doesn’t equate as community use.

Hamilton House uses happen because rent is cheap, PRSC provides cheap rents. Fundamental issue over

ownership. If it’s private with absentee landlords – community won’t have control over the space. Any way of

moving towards what community owned buildings are trying to do. Have property owned by a Land Trust rather

than absentee landlords who will let units to multiples. MP: Been speaking to Dominic about the Land Trust. I have

offered discussions to find a formula for the site that works. I’m trying to do pop-ups, short leases, flexible terms.

Don’t know how many of the units can be used in that way. Rents – comes back to managmeent of the whole

block. Will go at the lower end of estimates. But scheme has to be viable to fund the management of the site and

the buildings. Like what happens in Hamilton House – want to do similar on the site.

PH: The site provides the market which is accessible to everyone. There is a chance for people to sell things

without having to rent an entire shop. Community use isn’t always about toddler groups etc. The chances to get

your products in front of the public is not always easy in this area. The market has great possibilities with low

barriers to entry.

JM: importance of the management plan in nailing down the future. The management plan will give a lot of the

detail and that will be negotiated.
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Housing
Q: Size of living space. A: 15sqm living rooms – a good size.

Q: Is there affordable housing? A: % has gone up but not as much as we hoped. Moved profit down from 20% to
17% and working with A2 Dominion Group which is making a big invesmtent in Bristol with mixture of housing
types. Opened first office in Bristol on Monday. Will handle sales, market rented and affordable housing. The
affordable housing is all of the block adj to back of Carriageworks & Croft Dale.

Q: Who will own the site freehold? A: A2

Q: What is the change in affordable housing? A: Now 10 affordable units, so 9% overall.

Q: Is A2 a not-for-profit housing association? A: Yes. Q: So while we haven’t got what we wanted in terms of
affordable, at least A2 will have a fair private rented and better than buy-to-let money grabbers. A: Big insurance
companies are buying rented on basis rents will increase. A2 don’t speculate on increasing rents other than with
inflation. They’re one of biggest landlords. They take a 20-30 year view.

Q: Have BCC accepted A2 as an RSL? A: Not known, but not thought to be a problem. JM: informal discussions
with housing officers – they’re fine with A2.

Q: Any family affordable? A: No.

Q: Are the houses for rent or sale? A: Private market for sale.

Q: Cost of 3 bed house? A: Viability Appraisal should be completed next week. MP will release it as soon as
officers approve it.

Parking
Q: Are all six parking spaces disabled? A: Yes

Q: All those houses and no cars? RT: It’s a central site with good transport and lots of bike parking, potential to hire
cars etc. Residents need to come in with the mindset of not having a car.

Development process
JM: What happens after planning committee assuming permission? A: Depends on the committee but:

Will ask the travellers to move on. Will give them enough time 3-4 months. Need Council included in this
dialogue. Traveller: Understood it to be 6 months. MP: OK – whatever is sensible. I’ll stick to what I said
before.
If I get planning in October, still have to sign S.106, working drawings, management plan. 6 months will go
quickly. Traveller: so long as we can keep the communication. MP: just need the point of contact.
Start on site after 6 months. Build period will be 18-24 months. Construction company will be to come up
with site management plan.
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Ongoing engagement with the community from the point of planning permission.

Q: Assume everything is viable. Is there a risk that the whole thing will be given to someone else – e.g. by Comer.
MP: No chance of it being taken on by someone else, have legal agreement. Have gone as far as I can in terms of
design changes and meeting the concerns of neighbours etc.

Q: Is there a risk of someone turning round and saying it’s not viable and therefore has to be changed? A: We are
working with others to get ourselves ready on the hope of getting planning. Even if we don’t we won’t walk away.

Names
Q: What will the place be called? Put something on the CAG website for names?

Public Art
Q: What space for expression of the local community e.g. artistically. Q: Other parts of the community are sick of
the grafitti.

Q: How to stop tagging? Protective surfaces? A: Management plan will deal with this. Q: Brick will absorb – you
can seal.

LS: Green walls at the back are to stop the tagging, and also make it less of a Berlin wall.

Q: Any public art provision? A: Haven’t been asked to do this but anticipate it being a condition. LS: We will want to
continue the dialogue on this and many other issues.

MP: Management plan is a joint approach with A2 and Leadbitter the construction company. PH: Looking for
feedback from local people.

Toilets
Q: If there is public space there should be public toilet. What provision? A: We have toilets for market operators and
expect toilets in café space, but until we know what the use will be we wouldn’t expect to provide public toilets.
Could go in, but likely to be in a café.

CAG’s response to the revised planning application
Q: What will CAG do now? BCC decision will be influenced by what CAG says. LS and others: We are a conduit for
opinion. The Liaison Group has not decided on a response. Could be that there is no single response. We could do
a single response and publish a draft for comment before we submit it. Each individual comment will carry more
weight because there is likely to be fewer of them.

Q: We could say how each point has been responded to. And leave it for the committee.

Straw-poll
We took a straw-poll at the end of the meeting and while we didn’t actually count the hands, it was something like
40% (maybe a bit more) in favour of it getting planning permission with the rest evenly split between against and
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abstain.

Meeting ended c.8:20pm
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In Bristol Post today…
Posted on September 4, 2015

Marc Pennick, Director of Fifth Capital, quoted as saying:

“When I acquired the site over a year ago, I was excited and enthusiastic about the project, a feeling that I still hold.

However, I admit that I had little prior knowledge of the area and the people, which was perhaps naive. The past

year has been a learning curve and I hope that I have shown my commitment and enthusiasm as well as listening

to the community.”

http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/Plans-revised-Carriageworks-site-Stokes-Croft/story-27730904-detail/story.html
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Fifth Capital’s new proposals
Posted on September 2, 2015

Fifth Capital have submitted their revised proposals to the Planners for consideration by the Planning Committee
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on, we think, 14 October.

The new proposals respond to the ten points for further discussion that emerged from the April Planning

Committee.  The welcomed engagement with CAG and the local community by Fifth Capital also enabled us to

raise other issues that have been addressed.

Included in the changes are:

Reconfiguration of the ground floor to provide a larger main square (named Godwin Yard)

A new access route from Ashley Road opposite the top of Picton St.

Setting back of the Ashley Road frontage

Removal of anything resembling a gate

Improved relationship with the Tuckets building on the corner of Stokes Croft and Ashley Road

Increase in the amount of commercial and community space

Relocation of the play area from the residential square to Godwin Yard

http://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/04/09/what-next-after-the-deferred-decision/
http://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/04/08/carriageworks-bristol-planning-committee/
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/proposed_ground_floor_plan.jpg
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Design changes to reduce impact on residents on Hepburn Road

A management plan for the future of the site.

You can download all the documents on the Council’s planning page.  For convenience we’ve compiled some of

them and made them available below:

Design and Access Statement (3.6Mb PDF)

Floor Plans (4.6Mb PDF)

Elevations (30Mb PDF)

Management Plan (6.2Mb PDF)

What happens next?

The revised proposals will be the subject of the next Community Meeting: Thursday 10 September at 6:30pm at

Hamilton House (5th Floor Conference Room).  Fifth Capital will be there to talk through the changes and answer

any questions.

Your thoughts are important. You can send any comments to us at ideas@carriageworks.org.uk or post them on

this page using the form below.

The Planners

The revised proposals are now the subject of a new round of public consultation.  Your comments will be included

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/godwin_yard_entrance.jpg
http://planningonline.bristol.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=NFWRLZDN00C00
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/2015-09-02_designandaccess_statement.pdf
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/2015-09-02_floor_plans-reduced.pdf
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/2015-09-02_elevations.pdf
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/14_05930_f-delivery_management_plan-1319548.pdf
mailto:ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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in the report to the Planning Committee on, we think, 14 October.

You can submit your comments to the Planners using their website (as the form times out it’s best to write your
comments in a text app and then paste in).  As we were told at the Community Meeting in June though, the best
way of making sure the Planning Committee knows what you think is to turn up and tell them yourself!
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Community Meeting – 10 September
Posted on August 27, 2015

The next Community Meeting is on Thursday 10 September at 6:30pm at Hamilton House (5th Floor Conference
Room).

Fifth Capital have submitted revised proposals to the planners that respond to the ten points made by the Planning
Committee back in April.  These take on board many of the points raised by CAG and the local community since
April.  They should soon be available via the Council’s website.

At the Community Meeting we’ll hear from Fifth Capital about the changes they have made  since April which
include:

Changes to the Ashley Road frontage, setting it back from the pavement edge
Widening of and other improvements to the access route from Ashley Road
Improved design relationship with the Tuckets building
Larger square behind the Carriageworks
An increase in the amount of non-residential space
Design changes to reduce the impact on Hepburn Road residents
Proposals for long term management which include proposals for a market and a commitment to working
closely with the community and the Council in the spirit of the Community Vision.

There will be a chance for you to have your say and ask questions of Fifth Capital.  We’ll also discuss what happens
next and how you can support or object to the changes.

Members of the CAG Liaison Group acknowledge and thank Marc Pennick and his team for the time they have

https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/09/02/fifth-capitals-new-proposals/?share=press-this&nb=1&nb=1
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https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/09/02/fifth-capitals-new-proposals/?share=pinterest&nb=1&nb=1
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/09/02/fifth-capitals-new-proposals/
http://planningonline.bristol.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=makeComment&keyVal=NFWRLZDN00C00
http://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/06/19/notes-of-11-june-community-meeting-with-fifth-capital/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/category/cag-meeting/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/category/consultation/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/category/fifth-capital/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/category/plans/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/09/02/fifth-capitals-new-proposals/#respond
https://widgets.wp.com/likes/#
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/08/27/community-meeting-10-september/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/08/27/community-meeting-10-september/
http://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/04/09/what-next-after-the-deferred-decision/
http://planningonline.bristol.gov.uk/online-applications/applicationDetails.do?activeTab=documents&keyVal=NFWRLZDN00C00
http://carriageworks.org.uk/our-vision-2/community-vision-2012/
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taken to listen to the local community, and the extent to which they have taken on board our concerns. Inevitably

not every issue has been addressed to everyone’s full aspirations but the dialogue has been positive and they have

made many improvements.
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Notes from the 20th July
Community Meeting
Posted on July 24, 2015

Summary

Although there are still serious concerns about the scheme proposed by Fifth Capital London, there was also a

recognition that the developer has made changes to the scheme that constitute significant improvements.

There are many differing views in the local communities around the site, ranging from total opposition to this

scheme, through to support for any scheme that will end the dereliction of the site.

There is a real desire, and need, to have an honest dialogue with the developer, and disappointment that he was

not at this meeting to enable such a dialogue to continue.

The majority of people at the meeting discussed the need to be deeply pragmatic about the development of the

Carriageworks site.  There was a focus on what we can realistically influence.

Positives:

The meeting noted the positive changes:

https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/07/24/notes-from-the-20th-july-community-meeting/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/07/24/notes-from-the-20th-july-community-meeting/
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·      Access form Ashley Road

·      Removal of gates

·      Potential market space

·      Less housing

·      More commercial units

·      Ashley Road set back

Key concerns and issues to resolve

Scheme Design:

Significant concerns about the design of the scheme were expressed:

·      The design is bland, boring, boxy and looks like a “London import”.  It is out of place in this heritage street-

scape

·      The scheme is not in keeping with the spirit of the community vision, which calls for a mixed

development “designed to a high quality with good environmental standards”.

Housing:

·      There is real concern that the housing is not going to offer a good experience for people to live in.

·      Poor quality housing tends to be bought only by Buy-to-Let landlords.  The result is short term tenancies with

constant throughput.  This is damaging to communities

·      Poor quality housing will not meet local need.

·      There is a real need for well-managed, affordable housing in this area.

·      The scheme needs to address sustainability:  renewables, heating, ventilation, insulation. We want to see the

best renewable energy programme on the site.

There needs to be more information about the quality standards of the accommodation being developed.  It must,

as a minimum, meet BCC’s quality standards.

·      There is strong support for having a housing association as a responsible owner.  And a strong view that CAG

Liaison Group members should be in dialogue with the housing association partner as soon as possible.  This is

necessary for people in the communities to have confidence in this critical element of the scheme.
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Commercial units/space

·      People are pleased that the number of commercial units has increased, but concerned about their

management.

·      The success of the scheme will rely on the use of the commercial spaces.  There are many positive,

constructive and realistic ideas about this, based on local experience.  A number of successful local traders and

entrepreneurs are keen to be involved in a discussion about how to make the space and units work in this area

(and in the face of the various challenges, e.g. parking).

·      A management plan is essential.  Local input into this is essential: this area is unusual and there is local

knowledge about how best to deliver co

·      The units and the central “square” must be accessible, or they will remain vacant/will not work.  This will

undermine the whole scheme, and the community.  There needs to be active marketing and active ongoing

management of the site as a whole, and especially of the commercial units.

·      The need for a robust and realistic management plan is essential, as is local dialogue and input to ensure that it

is deliverable.

Going Forward:

·      The meeting wanted to have a dialogue with Fifth Capital London, and so the whole meeting agreed that we

need to hold another community meeting, at which the developer is present.

·      Four issues were identified as of primary importance:

1. Liveability of the units and the need for an excellent renewable energy programme

2. Uses of, reaching and using the commercial spaces:  terms for local businesses; what kinds of businesses;

what business opportunities; what businesses will make these units in this location (with their challenges, e.g.

parking, vehicle access etc.) have the greatest chance of success; how will customers know they are there,

etc.

3. A robust management plan for the site as a whole, with local input

4. A housing association as a responsible owner

·      The need for open dialogue is essential in order that the community can have confidence in the scheme, and in

the developer’s commitment to deliver.
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Posted in CAG meeting, consultation, fifth capital, plans | 1 Reply

JRF call for guidelines on
viability assessments
Posted on July 23, 2015

Viability assessments, like statistics, can be used to prove just about anything.  Interesting that the Joseph

Rowntree Foundation have found that recent changes to the planning system have made it even more difficult to

secure social housing from private development.  Reported in Inside Housing.

“Viability assessment guidelines should be introduced to make it more difficult for developers to reduce
affordable housing in planning agreements, a research charity has said.

“The Joseph Rowntree Foundation has today published a report, which finds that changes to the planning system

have made it more difficult for planning agreements to ensure homes are built for those on the lowest incomes.

“The charity argues that the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), introduced by the coalition government,

has led to negative impacts, including a greater emphasis on viability assessments, giving developers more ability to

renegotiate agreements if they can show they make the scheme unworkable.

“JRF is calling for the introduction of viability assessment guidelines, which would set parameters for building costs

and land values and allow councils to extract an amount from the rise in land value resulting from the granting of

planning permission.

“It is also calling for the NPPF definition of affordability to be changed so it is aligned with households’ ability to

pay.”
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Posted on July 20, 2015

A quick reminder about this evening’s Community Meeting which will be at 6:30pm at Hamilton House (update:

relocated to Freedom Room, top Floor), Stokes Croft. Unfortunately the Fifth Capital team will not be able to attend

the meeting.  However, we will be able to discuss their latest proposals and consider CAG’s position.

Thank you to everyone who has sent comments on the latest proposals. If you haven’t already, we’d really like to

know what you think. Write your comments below, send them  to ideas@carriageworks.org.uk or leave them on our

Facebook page.
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View of the lane
Posted on July 17, 2015

Just received this from Fifth Capital’s architects – a view of the access lane looking across Ashley Road.  To give

orientation: Picton St would be behind you to your left, and the Sali Army shop behind you to your right.
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Ashley Road views
Posted on July 15, 2015

Here are the views of the Ashley Road frontage, as now proposed by Fifth Capital.  The building is pulled further

back from the pavement edge and also lowered in height. The drawings, together with the previous proposals from

each viewpoint, can also be seen in this PDF.
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The latest proposals
Posted on July 15, 2015

Fifth Capital have just released their latest proposals.  You can view them in a single PDF or see the individual

pages below.
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We hope to receive CGIs of the proposals in the very near future.

These proposals will be discussed at the Community Meeting on Monday 20 July, 6:30pm at Hamilton House.

The first two drawings show the changes that were proposed at the June Community Meeting.

The next two drawings show the further changes that are now being proposed.

Ground floor – annotated changes, June 2015—

First floor annotated changes, June 2015—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page3-groundfloor_annotated_changes.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page4-firstfloor_annotated_changes.jpg
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These are the floor plans as of July 2015.

Ground floor annotated changes, July 2015—

First floor annoated changes, July 2015—

Ground floor—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page6-groundfloor_annotated.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page7-firstfloor_annotated.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page10-revisedgroundfloor.jpg
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First floor—

Second floor—

Third floor—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page11-revisedfirstfloor.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page12-revisedsecondfloor.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page13-revisedthirdfloor.jpg
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Fourth floor—

Fifth floor—

Roof plan—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page14-revisedfourthfloor.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page15-revisedfifthfloor.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/page16-revisedroof.jpg
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Squares in Bristol
Posted on July 9, 2015

At the Community Meeting in June someone asked for a comparison between the proposed square (ish) behind

the Carriageworks and other similar sized spaces in Bristol.  The architects said they’d provide this, but haven’t as

yet.  So here’s our own DIY comparison.  All the aerial views are at the same scale.  Remember that the buildings

around the square will be 4-6 stories high, so the sense of enclosure is important and something to be borne in

mind when viewing on the ground.

The Fifth Capital proposed scheme with the
square outlined in blue.

—
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The boundaries of the proposed square overlaid on the existing site.—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/broadmead.jpg
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Quakers Friars, Broadmead. Possibly the best comparison although the surrounding
buildings are only 3 storeys high.

—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/quakers-friars.jpg
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The Podium, Broadmead.  Surrounding buildings are four stories high.—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/brunswick-sq.jpg
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Cabot Circus.  Mostly 3-4 storey buildings surrounding.—

@Bristol, Anchor Square—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/cabot-circus.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/anchor-square.jpg
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Brunswick Sq, St Pauls—

Albany Green, Montpelier—

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/brunswick-sq.jpg
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/albanygreen.jpg
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Community Meeting – Mon 20 July
Posted on July 9, 2015

The next Community Meeting will be on Monday 20th July, 6:30pm at Hamilton House (Events Space).

Fifth Capital will be there to talk through the changes they’ve made since the last meeting on 11 June.

Since we met:

The Carriageworks Liaison Group has stayed in touch with Fifth Capital. They have carried on working on
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amendments but at the time of writing we are still awaiting their revised plans. What we do know, however, is:

Fifth Capital are now aiming at a Planning Committee meeting in early October. This will enable them to
attend three community meetings and, hopefully, come up with a scheme that more people are happy with.
They are talking to A2 Dominion, a housing association, that will potentially take on the entire scheme once it
is built. With A2’s access to government funding this could enable more affordable and/or social housing to
be provided.
Fifth Capital have changed the Ashley Road façade. It’s now lower and further back. We’re waiting for plans
that will show exactly what they intend.
We spoke to a market operator and got some really valuable information about what makes for a well
designed and well managed market area. Click to see our notes  (50kb pdf) which we’ve also shared with
Fifth Capital.  On 20 July we hope that Fifth Capital will present their proposals on how the commercial and
market space will be designed and managed.

Still some issues we haven’t heard back on

At the Community Meeting in June we were told that we’d receive further details on a number of issues.  We’re still
waiting for:

Confirmation on where the affordable housing units will be located – original proposals had been to put them
in the upper floors of the Carriageworks building but this might change.
Further details on the 10% disabled standard residential units.
Comparison of open space areas with others similar in Bristol (although we’ve mocked some up – see
attached).
Perspective views of the Ashley Road elevation and new access as seen from Picton Street.
Clarification on whether the bin store for Tuckets building will narrow the new access.
Perspective views of the impact on Hepburn Road as seen from the Stokes Croft end.
The width of the payment along the Ashley Road frontage.
Plans showing the internal layout of the flats.
Confirmation that garden size conforms with planning standards.

Some questions for you…

What sort of uses should go in the ground floor units? In the vision we talked about a range of retail
(especially independents and local businesses), workshops, community space.  But there might be other uses. And
it has to be viable – it’s pointless getting Fifth Capital to provide space that noone wants and its pointless having
space that doesn’t meet the needs of tenants. What do you think should go there? We’d be particularly interested
to hear from people with experience of occupying, managing or using this sort of space – what works, what
doesn’t?

Some people say that when it comes to market rented flats and houses you get better quality management for
tenants and neighbours when the units are owned and managed by a large specliast provider (like a housing
association) rather than many and varied small private landlords (aka buy-to-lets). We’d be interested to hear your
views and experience of that.

http://www.a2dominion.co.uk/
https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/07/market-comments.pdf
http://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/07/09/squares-in-bristol/
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Leave your thoughts below or email ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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S.Bristol Observer article
Posted on June 19, 2015

 

In this week’s South Bristol Observer…
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Notes of 11 June Community Meeting with
Fifth Capital
Posted on June 19, 2015

Thanks to everyone who came to the Community Meeting on Thursday 11 June.

Fifth Capital were there to talk through their proposed revisions to their scheme.  There was lots of debate and
rigorous questioning.

Click here for a PDF of the notes from the meeting.

Since the meeting Fifth Capital have suggested that instead of aiming at the August Planning Committee meeting
they should instead go for the one in early October.  This will give them the chance to come back to the Community
Meeting in July (week beginning 8 July, date to be confirmed) and again later on with their proposed responses to
our questions and comments.
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Praise for CAG
Posted on June 12, 2015

We’ll post a report on yesterday’s meeting in the next few days, but this morning we had this great email from
Heather Anne who as at the meeting:

“in my view CWAG has shown us a model of consultation Bristol should be proud of. I consider this whole process
to be one of the best models of democracy at work that I have ever been a small part of. Please consider this last
comment a compliment to all involved.”
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Yay!!! Well done to everyone who has been involved in CAG over the last four plus years – great work gang!
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New Proposals from Fifth Capital
Posted on June 5, 2015

Since the Planning Committee in early April Fifth Capital have been working up revised proposals.  To give them

credit they have made a lot of effort to talk to us (the CAG Liaison Group) about what we think the community

wants to see and how it can be achieved.  Now we need to know what you think.

The revised plans are below.  The essence is that they have put in a new pedestrian through-route from opposite

the top of Picton Street.  They have changed the buildings to give a clear line through to the ‘square’ behind the

Carriageworks.  They have also increased the amount of non-residential space with much of this now within the

square.

We have had many conversations with them about the long term management of the non-residential space and

who it will be for. Fifth Capital have told us that they are working on this, and we have sent ideas from elsewhere

not least London Road in Brighton.

The proposals for social and affordable housing haven’t yet changed, but we hope that something might emerge.

There’s also the question of how it impacts on surrounding streets, especially Hepburn Road.

So, what do you think?  It will be great if you can come to the community meeting on 11 June, 6:30pm at the old

Centre for the Deaf on King Square to hear more from Fifth Capital and tell them if they’ve done enough to get your

support.  If you can’t make it, please leave comments on this page, or email ideas@carriageworks.org.uk, or

message via our Facebook page.

We expect more information next week including a timeline of consultation leading up to a new committee date,

proposed view of space from the Ashley Road entrance, view from Ashley Road Stokes Croft junction, view from

Ashley Road and views from Hepburn Road.
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Have a good weekend.

Lori, Julian, Prue and the rest of the Liaison Group

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/summary-of-changes.jpg
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Community Meeting – 11 June
Posted on May 29, 2015

The next Carriageworks Community Meeting will be on Thursday 11 June at 6:30pm at the Deaf Centre (now

known as the Kings Centre) on King Square.

Since the April Planning Committee members of the CAG Liaison Group have had a number of discussions with

Fifth Capital and the planners.  Fifth Capital have been making amendments to their proposals in order to address

the points raised by the Planning Committee and also to try to meet our concerns and give a better match to the

Community Vision.  This includes a better through-route, an enlarged open space behind the Carriageworks and

more non-residential space for community, retail and commercial use.  We’d still like to see more social and

affordable housing (the proposals on this haven’t changed) and the impact on neighbouring properties, including in

Hepburn Rd, remains a concern.  However, the dialogue has been mostly positive and for that Fifth Capital

deserve some credit.

So that you can hear what they’re now proposing and so that they can hear what you think, we’ve asked Fifth

Capital to come to the Community Meeting.

They have promised to send us the revised proposals which we will release as soon as we receive them, hopefully

before the meeting.

The amended proposals are likely to be considered by the Planning Committee in August.
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We met Fifth Capital
Posted on April 21, 2015

Members of CAG liaison group (Lori, Prue and Julian) today met with Marc Pennick of Fifth Capital and Assael

Architecture to discuss the proposals for the Carriageworks.

The meeting was setup following the resolution of the Planning Committee on 8 April to defer a decision on the

planning application pending discussions on a number of key issues.  The Committee specified that CAG should be

involved in discussions on these issues.  The Community Vision is clear in stating that CAG will work with anyone

who will deliver the Vision so we wanted to hear if Marc was now able to make sufficient changes to achieve this

position prior to the more formal discussions with the planners.

At the beginning of the meeting we asked that we follow Chatham House rules i.e. we wouldn’t report exactly what

any party said, just the overall outcome. This was so that we could all speak freely without fear of (mis)quotation.

The meeting seems to have been productive. Since the Planning Committee, Marc seems to understand the

reasons behind local opposition. He is still determined to get planning permission but in order to do so is willing to

look at a number of changes which he hopes will earn local support by addressing these concerns.

We explained the main concerns with his proposals and the sort of changes that we thought would be needed to

bring the scheme much more in line with the Community Vision.

Quite whether Marc will be able to make sufficient changes remains to be seen, but he was willing to listen, suggest

ideas and try to find common ground.  At the same time he is clear that the economics of the site must stack up if

anything is to happen and that he won’t be able to give everything that we might want.

The formal process of three way discussions between the planners, Fifth Capital and CAG will take place probably

after the elections. For the moment Marc is considering the changes that he could make. Depending upon the

advice and requirements of the planners the changes may have to be the subject of another round of public

consulation and comment before they go back to Committee.  We will also ensure that we hold a CAG Community

Forum to examine and comment on the proposals.

We look forward to seeing Marc’s amended proposals.
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What next, after the deferred decision?
Posted on April 9, 2015

Last night’s Planning Committee meeting came to a decision to defer a final decision on the Fifth Capital London
proposals for the redevelopment of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House sites.  Their reasons were based
on the many unresolved planning issues that still need to be addressed.  These include:

The relationship (e.g. light and shadowing) with neighbouring buildings, especially Tucketts Building (108
Stokes Croft)
The overbearing elevation on Ashley Road
The contribution the scheme will make to improving the Ashley Road junction
Cycle parking for visitors
On site renewables – the need for alternative and more detailed proposals
The need for greater certainty about the use of the 5 non-housing units
A condition on the gates which are clearly shown in the drawings, but which now appear to be under
question
The time period for development – Councillors want to see the site developed within a set period of time
(probably of less than 3 years) at which work must start or any planning permission becomes invalid; and to
see a positive intention to build, not just to get planning permission and then sell the site on at a profit.
The Equalities Impacts of the proposals

The issue of the need for affordable housing, including the provision of social housing for rent, was strongly
advocated.  Some of the Councillors want to see Fifth Capital London working with a social housing partner.  So
does CAG.  We recognise that this is a tricky in planning and policy terms.   But we will keep pushing this
approach.

Councillors were clear that they expect planning officers to work with both the developer and CAG to improve the
proposals.   They expressed the view that this is “vitally important”.  And they want all discussions to pay full
attention to the Community Vision.

CAG remains committed to working with any developer who will deliver the Community Vision for the
redevelopment of the Carriageworks site.   We see this – admittedly somewhat complicated and technical –
decision as a win-win for both the community and the developer.   It offers a chance for the developer to look again
at their scheme, and to work with CAG to make it better.

CAG remains resilient, optimistic and full of ideas about how to do this.  We have ideas about who to bring to the
table so that we can work together to secure a scheme that meets local needs and is ambitious and viable.   Watch
this space.

https://carriageworks.org.uk/2015/04/09/what-next-after-the-deferred-decision/
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Lori
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Carriageworks @ Bristol
Planning Committee
Posted on April 8, 2015

This is a rough transcript of the Council’s planning meeting which started at 6pm on Wednesday 8 April 2015 and
finished at 8:30pm. To read the notes start at the bottom and work upwards.

We’re knackered. Gone to the pub. Here’s to next time, after the election. [Note: next scheduled meeting for
Development Control Ctte A is 15 July]

Chair. No other issues.

Vote on the recommentdation. 3 for. 7 against.  Chair: that doesn’t mean we refuse permission yet – it’s just a vote
on the recommendation.

Chair: the many objections are understandable if not valid in planning terms. Heard Committee has many concerns.
However, I don’t think refusal will stand at appeal. A lot of unresolved issues that we need to try to flesh out.  Going
to propose that I want to defer and give Officers a list of issues to work on with applicants and CAG:

1. Issue of cycle parking for visitors
2. Haven’t seen to address relationship with 108 Stokes Croft
3. Over bearing elevation on Ashley Road
4. Lack of contribution to junction.
5. Issue of Condition 27 – need greater certainty on use of units. Need clarify to make a judgement. Too much

blank slate – need to know what uses go where.
6. On-site renewables. Must consider alternatives and flesh out the options.
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7. Would like to see a condition on the gates.

8. Expect officers to look at Condition 1 – want to see it developed and not standing as a ruin – want a positive

intention to build and not just sell on at a profit.

Cllr Breckells: Look at affordable housing – need some affordable rent as well as shared ownership. Fail to see how

with prices wanted that they can’t increase the amount of affordable. Chair disagrees – doesn’t want to reopen the

issue – too risky.

Cllr Milestone: concerned at no budget on archaeology. (it’s a condition). And would like to see them working with a

social housing partner.

Cllr Hance: can we beef up requirement to work with CAG? Chair: lets use time until next meeting to address

concerns. Don’t want to be too specific. But vitally important that they work with CAG.

Vote: 8 in favour. 1 against. 1 abstention.

Continue reading →
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Fifth Capital scheme is over valued
Posted on April 8, 2015

Analysis of the values put on their flats compared to local comparables show that Fifth Capital may have seriously

over valued their scheme, to the point that it is not viable.

In their Viability Report, Fifth Capital follow standard procedure by calculating  the value of their flats by comparing

them with others on the local market; ‘comparable valuation’. But just how comparable to Stokes Croft are these

properties?  (Note that Fifth Capital’s one bed flats will be 500-600 sq ft)
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Finzels Reach

Dockside development on the old Courage brewery
site. “The height of contemporary living” with “views
overlooking the Floating Harbour and Castle Park”. 1
bed flats for c.£175,000 – £225,000.

Horizon and Eclipse

In the towerblock at Cabot Circus above Harvey Nicks.
“Some of the most desirable flats in Bristol city
centre” 1 bed flats for £177,000 to £199,000.

Invicta

“The location of these new apartments in Bristol is as
stunning as the building, facing the Millennium
Promenade and overlooking the Floating Harbour and
Porto Quay.” 1 bed apartments for £160,000 to
£190,000.

The Viability Report accepts that all of these are far
superior to the Carriageworks site. So they also
consider some properties in the local area for better
comparables. Of those, five are one bed flats.
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Armidale Place

Redevelopment of the old White Tree Garage site.

 They quote a 1 bed flat (657 sq ft) for £227,000.  But

look at Rightmove and you’ll see most go for £138,000

to £150,000 (485 sq ft). And that’s with secure

basement parking.

Picton Street

Flat 1 at Number 50. Cited as a one bed flat at £217,500 but

check Zoopla and it describes it as a 2 bed flat. Oops.

 Rightmove shows 47a, a genuine one bed flat, for £136,000.

Others

The other three one bed flats listed are up in Kingsdown or Cotham where you obviously get a bit of a premium

over grungy living at bottom of hill.

The Council’s assessment of the viability appraisal

As is normal practice the Council asked their own consultants, in this case BNP Parisbas, to assess the validity of

the viability appraisal.  They thought that the best comparable is other new build (the newness, the hype of a new

development and the substantial marketing budget will always give a boost to values). Consequently they could

expect Armidale Place to have lower values than a new build.  They only found one comparable new build.

http://www.rightmove.co.uk/house-prices/detail.html?country=england&locationIdentifier=STREET%5E1429660&searchLocation=Armidale+Place&year=1&referrer=listChangeCriteria
http://www.zoopla.co.uk/property/flat-1/50-picton-street/bristol/bs6-5qa/27471996
http://www.rightmove.co.uk/house-prices/detailMatching.html?prop=39336703&sale=50256245&country=england
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Prospect Court, Kingsdown

“Prospect Court is a stylish purpose built development

of just nine, 2 and 3 bedroom, apartments arranged

over three floors designed to blend with the existing

period properties. Located in a prime elevated

position”.  There are no one bed flats but two beds

(c720 sq ft) have sold for c.£245,000 (Fifth Capital’s are

being valued at £250,000).  But this is a small quite

exclusive development and, as the sales blurb says, it’s up the hill!

Catherine Court, Picton St

We’ll throw this one into the pot as it’s just across the

road.  Built in the 1990s, it’s a gated community with

parking. Units are being sold for £205,000 (2 bed flat

with courtyard parking) to £265,000 (house with

internal garage).

In conclusion

So, in light of the comparable evidence, it is a bit surprising that Fifth Capital conclude (and BNP Parisbas confirm)

that their one bed flats will be worth £215,000 (students of Estate Management and Valuation would probably be

marked down for failing to take proper account of the comparables!).

If the value was put at £150,000 (still outrageous, but there you are) it would result in a reduction in the total sale

values of the 59 one bed flats of £3.8m.  A similar reduction for the two and three bed units (we haven’t the time to

do that analysis but we’d guess they may also be over valued) would wipe out all profit on the scheme and, we

suspect, make it a non-starter.  That doesn’t help a case for more affordable housing, but it does suggest that

something else is going on in the figures that is not fully disclosed in the viability report.
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Notes from the BBC Radio
Bristol interview
Posted on April 8, 2015

This morning CAG Chair Lori Streich went on BBC Radio Bristol to talk about the Fifth Capital planning application.

In their introduction the BBC focused on the proposals to gate the development at night and the failure of the

scheme to genuinely respond to the Community Vision.  They describe Stokes Croft as “Bristol’s alternative area”,

home to people with strong views about how their neighbourhood should be. Reference to the Tesco riots four

years ago and opposition to posh flats that have nothing in common with the rest of the area. But council officers

see nothing wrong with the scheme. So what’s the problem with knocking down an eye-sore and replacing it with

flats?

Lori says the main objections are lack of social housing and that units for sale are priced beyond local affordability.

Pennick says that sale values will be lower than those in the viability appraisal – nothing higher than £300k.  He

says that values are reasonable for the local market, as demonstrated by what he has been told by local property

agents.

Pennick says this is a brownfield site with a listed building so he can’t afford to provide more affordable housing.

Pennick says CAG have given wrong advice about the planning application and makes a proposal about what he

describes as erroneous descriptions of a gated community. He says that at this evening’s planning committee he

will propose a S.106 agreement be signed and “this will basically put into place that these gates will never be able

to put on this site and close on an evening (sic). That is a legally binding document”.  We assume that what he

meant is ‘It is not and will not be a gated community even at night’ but his wording wasn’t exactly clear.

Pennick is challenged over his response to the open letter from local creatives etc that resulted in him criticising

Wallace and Gromit. He says he doesn’t like open letters and that none of the signatories have ever contacted him

to ask for a meeting about their concerns.

When asked if CAG will work with Fifth Capital, Lori says yes and suggests that Fifth Capital withdraw their

application and then work with CAG and a social housing provider to come up with the right scheme and provide a

solution for the site in line with the Community Vision. She says there is a passion to see the site redeveloped in the

right way and stop it staying dereliect for another 40 years.

Hear the interview: http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02mr41m#auto 1hr40mins in.
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Unredacted viability study released
Posted on April 7, 2015

The unredacted reports have been released – here they are:

Economic Viability Appraisal Report

Viability Review

Also on the Council’s website

Headlines

Commercial units.

Rent = £10psf (£107psm) per annum for a shell unit (so services, rates etc will all be additional).  “The values

attached to these units reflect the likely tenants of the accomodation, being local occupiers”.  Really affordable for

locals?  By comparison Co-Exist charge £12-14psf for Enterprise Space and £10-12psf for artist studios, but that’s

inclusive of all services.  Meanwhile the old Princes Trust unit on Stokes Croft (4,815sq ft on 3 floors) is on the

market at £5.20psf and another recently refurbished 547sqft unit on Stokes Croft is on the market for £8.20psf.

However, 32 Stokes Croft is on the market at £13.50psf.

Freehold of the commercial units will be sold to an investor for £900,000.  YP=8%.

Residential Units.

1 x bed flat = £215,000.

2 x bed flat = £250,000.

3 x bed flat = £300,000.

3 x bed house = £375,000.

Affordable units (which comprise all the units in the Carriageworks building) will be shared ownership with

40% sold to the occupier and 60% to a RSL.  So the three 2 bed duplex units, which each have a value of

£265,000, would be bought on shared ownership for £66,000.
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Freehold of the residential units will be sold to an investor for £500,000 (ground rent of £300/unit with 6% YP).

Development costs

Construction cost of all types of unit = £158psf (£1700sqm).

Costs are based on the fourth quarter 2014 but Fifth Capital won’t be on site until third quarter 2015 at the earliest;

this could add 4-5% to costs (BCIS estimate). This inflationary increase will have to be covered either from the

developer’s profit, the contingency fund or by an increase in sale values.

Costs assume that works will be procured by a national housebuilder – which Fifth Capital is not!

Development cost (construction cost + fees + marketing + agents + legals + finance) = £24m or £213psf

(£2,300psm)

The difference between net and gross floor areas is 26%.

There is no allowance for the cost of archaeological works, works in relation to flora and fauna, bats, pvs, artwork,

any works to adjoining properties (e.g. underpinning), Japanese knot weed, asbestos etc.  The assumption must

be that these will be picked up by the 5% contingency fund or from the developer’s profit.

Developer’s Profit

£5,750,000 (19% of gross development value).

Land Value

£1.4m.  The benchmark landvalue used to justify this land value is Huller House & Cheese Warehouse.  This is a

Victorian and early 20th Century warehouse block fronting the harbour in Redcliffe – some of the most expensive

real estate in Bristol. Questionable if that’s a good comparable.

Total cost

Total cost of development (£29.5m) equates to £2,800psm (assuming 10,430 sqm gross area developed).
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Interview with Lori about the
Carriageworks Campaign
Posted on April 7, 2015

Local artist Sara Zaltash interviews Lori about the Carriageworks campaign.

Produced in partnership with the Schumacher Institute and supported by the Quartet Community Foundation and

the Bristol Green Capital Partnership.
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Has Fifth Capital lost the plot?
Posted on April 3, 2015

Marc Pennick, owner and Director of Fifth Capital, went off script when he spoke to the BBC about the open letter
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from city leaders opposing his plans for the Carriageworks.

The BBC contacted him having seen the letter from, amongst others, David Sproxton of Aardman Animation.  The
letter calls into question Pennick’s plans and their failure to provide affordable housing.

But the developer’s formerly tightly managed PR campaign went crashing off the rails not once, not twice but three
times when Pennick opened his mouth.

First off in his outburst he said “I don’t need a lecture from someone who makes fictional animations”.  For that,
also read ‘I don’t need lectures from local residents’ for that is what many of the signatories to the letter, including
David, are. Not clever to insult the locals Marc!

Number 2: Pennick went on “Maybe his time would be best spent on making another Wallace and Gromit
animation which will be hopefully better than the last one.”  Ouch! Well loved Bristol company have won many
oscars and plaudits for their work, have brought wit and humour to our lives and earned a place in the hearts of
every Bristolian.  But Pennick, who has no connection with Bristol, and questionable connection with reality, sees fit
to insult the town’s local produce. Lesson number 2 – understand the local culture.

And finally: He got his facts wrong for he claims that it has taken David 28 years to comment – look at our website
Marc and you’ll clearly see David taking part in our community consultation in 2011 before Fifth Capital even
existed!  Lesson number 3 – do your homework first!

Twitter is alive with people condemning Marc’s outburst. Doubtless Four Communications and Peter Bingle, PR and
lobbying consultants to Fifth Capital, are spending Easter trying to recover the damage done.

See the BBC article here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-32158549
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City Leaders Oppose
Carriageworks Proposals
Posted on April 2, 2015
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Press Release

Thursday 2  April 2015

Immediate release

Influential leaders in the creative, built environment and public sectors have sent an open letter to Bristol City

Council calling on it to reject the planning application by Fifth Capital London to redevelop the Carriageworks and

Westmoreland House.

The signatories include David Sproxton (Executive Chairman of Aardman Animation), Bim Mason (Artistic Director of

Circomedia) and Steve Perry (ex Head of Planning Services at Bristol City Council).

In their letter the signatories note that the local community had been working with Council and Knighstone Housing

Association to bring forward the redevelopment of the site. Last year, however, a developer, Fifth Capital London,

had submitted their own planning application. The letter says that the new proposals have many shortcomings, not

least the lack of any social housing. It concludes:

“In this year as Green Capital and as a city built on its youthful and adventurous spirit, we believe Stokes Croft

and Bristol deserve better. We call upon Bristol City Council to do everything in its powers to ensure that the

future of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site meets local and citywide needs and the aspirations

set out in the Community Vision. In so doing we ask the City Council to reject the proposals currently set out

by Fifth Capital London.”

Lori Streich, Chair of the Carriageworks Action Group, said “We welcome this letter. Everyone wants a development

that addresses the long term dereliction. But Bristol has pressing needs especially for affordable housing. These

must be addressed along with the need to genuinely engage with the local community and enhance the creative

and innovative spirit of the area. Winston Churchill once said “We shape our buildings, and then our buildings

shape us”. We need to ensure that this building reflects the community that we want to become.”

nd

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/carriageworks-open-letter.pdf
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Contact

Lori Streich, Chair of Carriageworks Action Group

Mob: 07813 823175

lori.rowan@blueyonder.co.uk

Notes for Editors

1. The letter, which is attached to this press release, was sent to the City Council on 1 April.

2. The Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site has been vacant and derelict since 1982. It has been

owned by Comer Homes since 1988.

3. The Carriageworks Action Group was formed in 2011 to consult on and prepare a Community Vision for the

site. The Vision was approved by CAG and the City Council in 2012.

4. In 2013 Knightstone Housing Association was identified as the City Council’s preferred developer of the site.

The City Council would use compulsory purchase powers to ensure that the site was redeveloped.

5. Fifth Capital purchased an option to buy the site in 2014 subject to them first obtaining planning permission.

6. The planning application is due to be considered by the City Council at 6pm on Wednesday 8 April.

7. Further information at http://carriagworks.org.uk
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Viability Appraisal released but redacted
Posted on April 1, 2015

Viability Appraisals are a key document for proving whether or not a developer can afford to provide social housing.

 Historically this has been considered a commercially sensitive document which even the members of the planning

committee won’t see, although this view is starting to change and increasingly the appraisals are being released to

the public. So, knowing its importance for the Carriageworks, we put in a Freedom of Information request back in

early February, and yesterday the document was released.

The Viability Appraisal has been prepared by Upside London, specialists in advising developers on affordable

housing.
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Unfortunately both the Appraisal and the assessment of the appraisal, which the Council commissioned from BNP

Parisbas, have been heavily redacted. So we can see the framework of the appraisal but not the actual numbers

used.

It’s worth noting though that a recent decision by the General Regulatory Chamber, which hears appeals against

the decisions of the Information Commissioner, has cast doubt on whether developers and Councils can withhold

any of the information in a viability appraisal.  They concluded “We find it particularly hard to accept that the pricing

and other assumptions embedded in a viability appraisal are none of the public’s business. They are the central

facts determining the difference between viability and non-viability. Public understanding of the issues fails at the

starting line if such information is concealed, and discussion of the “point in time” nature of viability models is

frustrated.”  CAG would obviously like the redacted information released before the Planning Committee makes its

decision on 8th April.

Here are the two documents:

VIABILITY_APPRAISAL (7Mb PDF)

VIABILITY_APPRAISAL_ASSESSMENT (8.5Mb PDF)

If anyone can help fill in the missing numbers we’d love to hear from you  ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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Westmoreland House put up for sale
Posted on April 1, 2015

In a surprise move agents acting for the owners have put Westmoreland House back on the market promoting it for

use as offices and warehousing.  The property is “offered with vacant possession and offers are invited for the

freehold interest”.
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A spokesperson for the developer who has recently submitted a planning application for the site said “We are

extremely disappointed after all the effort we put into working up our scheme.”

Anyone interested should get in touch with Alfi Prool at the agents Lalonde Bros and Parham.
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Planning Committee report download
Posted on March 30, 2015

Fresh in today – the report to the Planning Committee on 8 April.  And yes, it does recommend approval.

Download the planning_committee_2015-04-08 report (4Mb pdf)
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Planning Committee, 8
April, arrangements
Posted on March 26, 2015

From the Council…..

Dear Sir/Madam,

Notification of committee date

Application No.14/05930/F & 14/05982/LA

Proposals:  Demolition of Westmoreland House and No.4 Ashley Road (Grade II Listed), partial demolition,

alteration and renovation of the Carriageworks building  providing 721 sqm of non-residential accommodation (Use

Classes A1/A2/A3/A4/D1/D2/B1) and 118 residential units (Use Class C3) and creation of new public realm, new

communal landscape garden areas, bio-diverse living roofs, roof gardens, disabled car parking, servicing and

access.

Site Address:  Westmoreland House 104 – 106  Stokes Croft Bristol BS1 3RU

I am writing to let you know that the applications above will be considered by the Development Control Committee

A at its meeting on Wednesday 8 April 2015.  The meeting will take place at At-Bristol, Anchor Road, Harbourside,

Bristol, BS1 5DB starting at 6.00pm, although it is not possible to say when the case will be considered.

This committee may be webcast.  Please go to our website www.bristol.gov.uk/webcasts to find out more.

From the Wednesday before the committee date, a copy of the officer’s report and recommendation can be viewed

with the planning application documents (or www.bristol.gov.uk/planningonline ).

Whilst this report will have a recommendation to either grant or refuse permission, it is important to note that this

recommendation does not mean that the decision has already been taken, as the decision now rests entirely with

the elected members.

There is no need to write a further letter on this, unless you have additional points to make.  You have a right to

attend the meeting, and you are able to make a statement to the committee, subject to advance notice being
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received.  Further information on making a statement is contained in the leaflet titled “Having your say at Bristol City

Council’s Development Control Committees”.  Please note that the statement should be sent to the Democratic

Services Team by 12 noon on the day before the committee meeting and not the case officer.

To find out what happened at the committee meeting, you could telephone us from mid-day on the day following

the meeting or you may view the application summary.

If you require any further information about this application, please contact us.

Development Management

Bristol City Council
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Planners recommend approval of
planning application
Posted on March 23, 2015

We have just heard that the Planning officers are recommending approval of Fifth Capital’s planning application.

Planning Committee meets on 8th April. Please submit your comments to democratic.services@bristol.gov.uk by

12 noon on Tuesday 7th April.

If you wish to attend the planning committee meeting and speak to your statement (3 minute time limit), it’s at 6pm

on Wednesday 8th April at the @At-Bristol Science Centre, in Millennium Square.
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Development towers over neighbours
Posted on March 17, 2015

A 3D model produced by Fifth Capital shows the proposed buildings towering over the neighbours.  The

submission by Professor Costas Georghiou describes the way in which the scheme comes right up to the

boundary thereby reducing their potential for redevelopment. Neighbours have also voiced alarm about shadowing

and overlooking. This model clearly shows how intimidating the new buildings will be.
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Planning Chief slams
Carriageworks scheme
Posted on March 15, 2015

A senior Planner has slammed the Fifth Capital proposals for the Carriageworks. He says it should be refused

planning permission as it is contrary to Government and City Council policies and against the principles of

sustainable development.
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Costas Georghiou is Visiting Professor of Architecture & Urban Design at the University of Wolverhampton and was
previously the Chief Planning & Highways Officer for the City of Wolverhampton and Head of Urban Design at
Bristol City Council.

In an objection lodged with the City Council Professor Georghiou maintains that the proposals for 118 flats and
houses on the site represent over-development and will be detrimental to the living conditions, amenity, health and
well-being of future residents. Fifth Capital have claimed that the economics of developing the site mean that the
proposed density of development is essential. But Professor Georghiou says this should not be an excuse for
poor and sub-standard development especially where it creates poor living conditions and is both
damaging to the wider community and contrary to policy.

In particular Professor Georghiou highlights the lack of natural light and ventilation that will afflict over half the flats
as a result of only having one external wall. In many cases this wall faces North East and thus away from the path
of the sun. The resulting lack of sunlight will have not only health implications for residents but will also mean higher
heating bills due to the lack of solar gain.

The lack of sunlight also impacts upon the open spaces in the scheme.  While artist’s impressions show courtyards
bathed in direct sunlight, the reality is that the tall buildings will cast long shadows thus meaning that the spaces will
be far from attractive areas for residents to sit in and relax. It also means that the proposed vegetable garden will be
in shade throughout the afternoon.

Professor Georghiou has also criticised the way in which some of the blocks are too close to the southern
boundary thus impacting upon any future potential to redevelop neighbouring sites.  Residents in Hepburn Rd have
voiced similar concerns and are alarmed at the proximity of the buildings to their gardens and back rooms. The
cramped development also means that the gardens for so-called family houses are much too small and will not
provide the space for children to play.

Finally Professor Georghiou points out that the huge 86 space refuse store is much too close to residential units
which will suffer from smells and contamination.

Professor Georghiou sets out the steps that would have to be taken to make the proporsals acceptable including
reducing the height of residential blocks from six to four stories, giving apartments double aspects in order to
increase natural daylight, moving residential units away from refuse stores, moving one of the blocks away from the
boundary with neighbouring properties and increasing the size of gardens.  In the absence of these steps he firmly
believes that the City Council must refuse planning permission.

Download and read Costas’ full submission to the City Council (pdf)

To write your own submission, read our handy guide and then follow the instructions here…
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Red nose skull
Posted on March 13, 2015

Had to happen eventually….
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Bristol Party Meeting – Monday 6:30pm
Posted on March 6, 2015

The Bristol Party is hosting a collective action meeting on Monday to

discuss the Fifth Capital planning application for the Carriageworks

and Westmoreland House.

Monday 9th March, 6:30pm at PRSC, Jamaica Street.

You’ll find more details on their fine webpage:

http://www.thebristolparty.com/carriageworks/
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Report on Tuesday’s ‘No Gates’ meeting
Posted on February 27, 2015

Bristol Cable have reported on Tuesday night’s meeting hosted by PRSC and Bristol Cable “No gates in Stokes

Croft”.  Read the report at http://thebristolcable.org/2015/02/whose-stokes-croft-the-struggle-for-the-city-centre/
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Planning Committe date – 8 April
Posted on February 26, 2015

Fifth Capital’s planning application will be going to the Council’s planning committee on Wednesday 8th April 2015.

 The meeting is at 6pm and is due to be held at @Bristol (not City Hall which is closed for refurbishment).

Make sure you submit your comments on the application as soon as possible.  For details on how to do this and

what to write, go to http://carriageworks.org.uk/proposals/fifth-capital-planning-application/making-an-objection/
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Developer tells disabled drivers to shout
when blocked in!
Posted on February 13, 2015

Fifth Capital, a London property developer, have suggested that disabled drivers ‘should shout for help’ if they get

blocked in by delivery vans parked in front of their dedicated parking spaces.

Fifth Capital are applying to build 118 residential units and 5 shops on a city centre site in Bristol. The scheme is

car-free, so there’s no resident parking apart from 6 spaces for drivers with disabilities. But the only parking space

for delivery drivers is right in front of those spaces. So if there’s a van parked there’s no way in or out for disabled

drivers.

In the transport assessment submitted as part of their planning permssion, Fifth Capital’s transport planners, WSP,

write, “service vehicles and disabled car parking spaces will share access … into the site.” “The predicted servicing

demand during the (morning) … peak (0800-0900) is forecast to be one service vehicle which will have little impact
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on disabled driver movements. If one of the residents wishes to leave their space whilst a service vehicle is
loading/unloading, the delivery driver will not be far away to move the vehicle away from the vehicle access
route.”

Given that disabled drivers often find it difficult to move about, the message is “just shout – the driver won’t be far
away”.  What a considerate way of designing something!
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CAG response to the Fifth Capital
Planning Application
Posted on February 13, 2015

The CAG Liaison Group has looked in detail at Fifth Capital’s Planning Application for redevelopment of the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site – reference 14/05930/F on Bristol City Council’s Planning website.

We do not believe that the Fifth Capital proposals will achieve what the area wants, needs and deserves. Click here
if you share our concerns.

CAG members have been working for the past 4 years to secure a resolution to the dereliction of the Carriageworks
and Westmoreland House. But it needs to be the right resolution. We have used the Community Vision as a
framework for presenting our thoughts which are grouped under the Vision’s either headings. Click the headings
below to get the details, or download our submission in one PDF.

1. Overall Vision
2. Community Uses
3. Through Route
4. Ground Floor – active uses
5. Upper Floors – residential
6. Car Parking and access
7. Design
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8. Delivery

If you are particularly concerned about one, or more, of these themes you should make an objection.  Follow our

‘easy to use’ guide….
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Effective Commenting on
Planning Applications
Posted on January 30, 2015

When we had our regular ‘objection clinic’ at Cafe Kino yesterday it was requested that we put our helpful tips

online. So here they are:

Effective commenting on_planning_applications (100kb pdf)

Thanks to Jeff for scribing.
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Posted in Uncategorized | Leave a reply

What local people said to Fifth Capital
Posted on January 22, 2015

Last week (on 14 January) local people met with Fifth Capital to discuss their proposals to redevelop the
Carriageworks site.  After Fifth Capital and their architects had given their presentation the 60 or so people
attending were asked to get into groups and formulate questions about the proposals. These were written on post-
its which are typed up below. The post-its formed the basis of the subsequent Q&A session with the developers
grouped around the Vision themes. Not every issue could be covered and not every question got a clear answer
but what they did tell us is covered on the accompanying page ‘What Fifth Capital told the community meeting‘. On
the whole the people who came along were sceptical to the extent that at the end of the meeting John Assael, the
architect, was almost pleading for some support!

 Community (and ground floor) Uses

Essential to have answers about the management of the site. Proposals for management e.g. shop units,
hard and soft landscapes. We need confidence in the application.
The exhibition in Autumn 2014 said there would be consultants talking to the community in quarter 4 about
arts and ground floor uses of the community space behind the Carriageworks.
Will it have anything to offer the local community – Picton St or multiculturalism in St Pauls?
Fear of supermarkets.
Why is there so little for the community?
Will commercial businesses be local independents or chains?
There should not be an “inside”! Unclear about uses about these especially commercial and ability to
combine units to form unsociably large units.
We’re not happy about the loss of community / workshop spaces.

Through Route

Will it be open? Need public right-of-way.
Permeability shown is disingenuous.
Permeability – convoluted route. Could be gated later for exclusivity.
Disingenuous permeability – this is designed to fail. Will gates get added? New residents will complain.
Access is arranged so that it can be blocked off. How can we be sure this will not happen?
The through access is designed so it can be blocked off. How can this be retained?

Housing

SPD10 7.2 Affordable Housing 7.2.1 shows affordable housing as 30% – why has this been ignored? 7.2.2
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Family Housing having gardens at ground floor level. Where is the provision on site for the block backing onto

the rear of Hepburn Road?

Fear that flats will be bought off-plan or as investment opportunities.

Lack of affordable housing.

Buy to rent market? Will buyers buy flats and rent at high prices forcing lower paid workers out?

No provision of social housing – no homes available for rent.

Who are these apartments really for?

Where is the social rented property?

Will homes be sold on the open market?

How quickly will be for sale?

How many at a time?

Any priority for local people?

Will they be available under help to buy scheme?

Is it right that family homes are adjacent to a bail hostel?

What provision will there be for internal community space?

Need to know who will live there – need cohesion with wider community especially St Pauls.

There is no social housing – shared equity does not count.

Too many single flats, too few family homes.

SPD10 – local Plan to encourage family and affordable housing.

Lack of affordable homes – only 7%. SPD10 says 30%.

Poor mix of tenure with no homes for rent.

Concerns about buy-to-let opportunities.

Lacks any thought about need for social housing and community businesses.

Who will live there? If market decides how fit with locality? Social housing – need some. No more gated

communities. What about access – public right of way?

Design

Does it have to be so dense to be viable?

Where will building materials be sourced from? Local? Are building materials locally sourced? Are the

materials sourced locally?

Will the scheme be built in one phase? If it is to be built in two or more phases presume that the

Carriageworks will be done in Phase 1.

What has happened to Future City?

Is this not further gentrification of St Pauls?

Concern re height of units on Hepburn Road and overlooking roof top gardens.

Demolition of Westmoreland House unanimously approved.

Concern about shadowing of immediate area.

Design is ‘inside’ and ‘out’ – there’s no flow – will lead to a feeling of exclusion

Hepburn Road gets a Berlin Wall as a view – very overpowering for St Pauls residents – how will this be

addressed?

Tree – protection of.

Flood plain.

Conservation area.
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Parking and access

Deliveries to the new businesses: where will they arrive? Traffic at the top of Ashley Road is often very heavy.
How will businesses do deliveries – very difficult.
Fire service access to the site. Moving into flats – access is very restricted.
How do people move in to the flats? Access is very restricted. How is this supposed to work?
How is fire service going to access the site to ensure safety of residents?
How to residents empty their refuse and recycling? How does it work? Any refuse trucks would block the
disabled parking access.
Concern regarding expensive parking provision affecting the project viability and so the percentage provision
of affordable housing.
Disabled parking will be blocked by refuse trucks.
On site car club – 10-12 spaces – will parking be adequate.
Concerns about car parking.
Junction – create an improved general space.

Delivery – finances

Is the scheme financially viable?
How much is being paid for the site?

Delivery – jobs

Given the number of jobs that have gone out of the local area, will there be a commitment to local
employment?
Will any consideration be given to employing local people in the development?
Given that all jobs (and profits) so far are destined for London please can the architect and developer assure
us that jobs and training opportunities and senior posts will be available to local people.
Local jobs – employment opportunity. Apprenticeships for project for after build.

Delivery – relationship with Comer

The relationship between Fifth Capital and the owners is murky.
Can the current owner still scupper your plans and, if so, what is their disincentive? How much would it cost
them to prevent it and keep the site undeveloped again?
Can you set out in plain English what the on-going relationship is with / between Fifth Capital and Comer?

Delivery – involvement of the community

What community involvement will be there be from now on?

Delivery – long term management

Do Fifth Capital intend to retain the development or sell it on? If it is sold on, how will commitment on
management be honoured?
What guarantees that whey they say now will go forward?
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And finally…

What are the water run-off plans?
Given that the value of these buildings have given their owners assets on their balance sheets, isn’t it time for
the local community to benefit?
Why should we accept profit making outsiders over the popular model developed by CAG and Knightstone,
designed to meet local need?
Not by commercial non-local.
Anything to stop foreign investors bulk buying?
How can we trust a company whose representative so blatantly disrespects the Chair of this community
meeting? (refers to architects refusal to keep to agreed time).
As the Chair of a Social Housing group why should I support this (at present I am urging Councillors to reject)
as:

No social housing – shared equity is NOT social
Car parking is naive
Money not clear
Relationship Fifth Capital and (Comer)
No community element

Why are there no detailed plans on display tonight?
Comparison with the Knightstone scheme is unfair. Their proposals were really very early stage ideas. This
should be made clear.
How to you feel about riding on the back of years of community work and wrecking it?
This is a real tooth and claw private development that offers little or nothing to the local community. It offers
nothing in terms of self-determination. It is a luxury development visited upon a vibrant community that will
change its nature irrevocably – all in pursuit of profit. How do you sleep at nights?
There is no element of community ownership in this development.
This is a purely commercial development. It is not clear how this benefits the local community.
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Last Wednesday Marc Pennick of Fifth Capital and his team of architects and planners came to tell the
Carriageworks Action Group about their planning application to redevelop the Carriageworks and Westmoreland
House site.

What Fifth Capital said:

You can find a summary of Fifth Capital’s proposals here on our website but this is some of the extra detail that they
provided us with:

Comments from agencies and other groups
English Heritage are very supportive of the proposals. Simon Ramsden (Principal Inspector of Historic
Buildings and Areas) was quoted as saying that they “warmly welcome the proposals” and that they “Will be
a significant enhancement of the historic environment”.
The Civic Society are also supportive and were quoted as saying that they are “delighted to see
Westmoreland House demolished”.

Commercial and community space
Property agents have advised Fifth Capital that commercial space inside the site would not be viable.
The five units shown in the planning application can be sub-divided but it will be difficult to merge them into a
bigger unit – so they won’t be suitable for big retailers.
Fifth Capital have said that the commercial / community units will be for local businesses. In response to a
question asking how this will be achieved we were told that it would be via the S.106 agreement (a legal
agreement between the developer and the Council that sets out how the impact of the development is
mitigated and managed).

Ongoing Management
Fifth Capital are in the process of identifying a suitable company to manage the site once it is redeveloped.
Mark Pennick gave little comfort that its brief will be anything other than a conventional role of making sure
the rents are paid and the bins are emptied. However, he did agree that the company should have a working
relationship with the local community.

Through Route
There will be two open spaces (one primarily for residents and one open to the wider community) and a route
through the site. These will be controlled by the management company. The police have concerns about the
route being open after dark. Marc Pennick said he has no problems with the area being open 24/7 but he has
to be guided by the police and the planners.

Housing
There will be 8 affordable units for sale, but no social housing for rent. The Council is assessing the viability
appraisal which shows that they can’t afford to provide more than 8 units.
Marc Pennick refused to be drawn on how much the flats and houses will be sold for, instead saying that it
would be for the market and local agents to decide. However, he did say that he thought they would be most
suited to first time buyers. There will not be any preference for local people and equally they could be bought

http://carriageworks.org.uk/2014/12/12/respond-to-the-fifth-capital-planning-application/
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by investors. Marc Pennick hopes to find a way of prioritising local purchasers over overseas investors.

Design

They don’t consider any over-shadowing to be significant. However in response to concerns about people

looking down from the roof gardens into neighbouring properties Marc Pennick said they would go back and

look again at the designs.

It is not feasible to put commercial or workshop uses upstairs in the Carriageworks. Marc Pennick stressed

that it is his money that he’s spending on the building and he wants to put it back to how it should be.

Parking

They’re leaving it up to the City Council to say how much parking is required on the site. At the moment they

have none.

They’re looking at improving the Stokes Croft Ashley Road junction.

Documents in the planning application

Renditions of the proposed scheme were requested by the planners. As the whole scheme has been digitally

modelled they can be easily provided from any other viewpoint.

In response to a question about the cultural consultants we were told that their Cultural Strategy had been

submitted with the planning application. It later transpired that the Council has not placed it online with the

other planning documents but we have been sent a copy so the Cultural Strategy can be viewed with this

link.

Timescales and delivery

If planning permission is given in March they will start building at the end of the year. All the funding is

apparently in place but Marc Pennick will not reveal what he is paying for the site or how much it will cost to

develop

The travellers living on the site will be given plenty of notice to move out, although this will be backed up with

legal steps to make sure that the scheme is not delayed.

Fifth Capital will build the scheme (they’re talking to Leadbitters and Thomas Pane about being the builders)

and then sell all the flats and houses.

Marc Pennick has a business relationship with Comer Homes (current owners of the site) and a 22 month

option that started in November 2014. So long as Fifth Capital gets planning permission there is nothing

Comer can do to step the sale of the site going through.

Press Coverage

Bristol 24/7 were at the meeting to record architect John Assael and CAG Chair Lori Streich.

https://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2015/01/westmoreland-house-carriageworks-cultural-strategy_21_11_14_low.pdf
http://www.bristol247.com/channel/news-comment/daily/environment/concerns-over-carriagework-redevlopment-plans#
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Plans revealed to redevelop the derlict Carriageworks and West…

Evening Post article the day after the meeting.

What local people said:

The views of the 60 or so people who came along varied but on the whole you / we were sceptical to the extent

that John Assael, the architect, was almost pleading for some support! The main concerns are written up on the

page ‘What local people said to Fifth Capital‘

So what happens next?

Marc Pennick wants to keep an open dialogue with CAG and the wider community whether this be face-to-face, by

phone or by email. He will answer any questions and is happy for them to be put on the CAG website.

CAG will be working up its response to the planning application.  We’re holding weekly meetings every Thursday at

Cafe Kino to help and advise people preparing their own responses.

UPDATE

Fifth Capital have sent their response to the questions raised.  Click this link to see what they said (opens pdf in

new window)
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Posted in CAG meeting, consultation, fifth capital, plans | Leave a reply

Community Meeting – 14 January 6:30pm
Posted on January 6, 2015

Everyone is invited to a community meeting on Wednesday 14th January, 6:30pm at the Salvation Army.  Fifth

Capital will be coming so it will be your chance to find out what they intend to do and for you to ask them about

their proposals.
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Respond to the Fifth Capital
planning application
Posted on December 12, 2014

Fifth Capital have submitted their planning application for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

All the documents are on the Council’s website

1. Planning application

2. Listed building application

To save you time you can also download all the documents (as of 12 December) in one handy pack:  Download

147Mb in a zip file.  Note that while a planning application is being considered the documents get added to and

amended so you should check with the Council website for the latest versions.

The essence of the application

Fifth Capital are applying for permission to demolish Westmorland House and 4 Ashley Road.  They will then
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refurbish / convert the Carriageworks and develop new buildings on the rest of the site.  Their development
proposals comprise:

RESIDENTIAL
59 x 1 bed flats, of which 1 = intermediate housing*
35 x 2 bed flats, of which 6 = intermediate housing*
18 x 3 bed flats with balconies, of which 1 = intermediate housing*
9 x 3 bed houses with gardens
Total: 118 residential units.  Density = 231 units/ha
There is an assumption that 95 children will live in the scheme.

COMMERCIAL
Maximum 5 x commercial / community units totalling 659sqm along Stokes Croft and Ashley Road
frontage.
No commercial / community units inside the site.
The units will be “able to accommodate a broad range of uses and activities” and “will be carefully
managed to ensure a mix of independent businesses and other organisations… (The) incorporation of
retail chains or supermarkets has been ruled out.”

PARKING
6 x disabled car parking spaces
1 x car club space
No other parking provision
196 x bicycle spaces (inc 6 for staff and visitors to commercial units)

BUILDING HEIGHT
On Stokes Croft Westmoreland House will be replaced with a five storey building (inc. mansard roof).
Carriageworks – same height but with additonal storey in mansard roof
Ashley Road – new five storey block (inc. mansard roof)
Central apartment block – six storeys high (inc. mansard roof)
Terraced houses – three storey and pitched roof
Perimeter apartment building – four storey (inc. mansard roof)

OPEN SPACES
One space accessed from Stokes Croft through the Carriageworks.  “A courtyard garden” open to the
public “during commercial hours”.  Otherwise only accessible to residents.
One space to the rear of the site for residents with small play area and “allotment garden”.  Accessible
to the public during daylight hours.

ACCESS
Route through the site from Ashley Road to Stokes Croft for public use but there will be gates at the
public access points which will be closed during hours of darkness / outside commercial hours
(whichever is the shorter).

* Intermediate housing = housing provided to eligible households at prices and rents above those of social rent, but
below market price sor rents. The housing can include shared equity, other low cost homes for sale and
intermediate rents.
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What happens next?

Consultation letters will be going out over Christmas. The planning application will be considered by the City

Council’s planning committee in April.  Comments can be submitted up until the day of the committee but, to help

the planners, ideally they need to be submitted by the end of January.

Our initial thoughts

It will take some time to read through and assess the application.  But our initial thoughts are that there is

insufficient affordable housing, that there is insufficient ground floor commercial and community space, that the

through-route is inadequate and that the design of many of the blocks bear no relation to the surrounding area and

Bristol.

Community Meeting

We will hold a community meeting on Wednesday 14th January, 6:30pm at the Salvation Army (not Hamilton House

as earlier posted) to discuss the application.  Fifth Capital have agreed to the principle of coming to a community

meeting but we haven’t yet confirmed the date with them.

Help for you to compile your response to the application

Rather than get lots of people to send the same comments to the planners we’d like everyone to send their own

thoughts.  We understand that this can be a bit daunting and time consuming so, to help you on your way, we’ll be

holding write-ins at Cafe Kino, every Thursday in January (8th, 15th, 22nd, 29th) from 7-8pm.  Come along, have a

drink, have a chat, put pen to paper (or finger to keypad).
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Time to lobby your Councillor
Posted on November 28, 2014

What’s happened to the Council’s twin-track approach?

We’re asking you to write to your local Councillor asking why the Council has abandoned its twin-track approach to

getting the site redeveloped.  Click here to take action immediately.
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What is twin-track?

At the community meeting back in October we were reminded that the City Council said, when helping start up
CAG, that it was important that it followed a ‘twin-track’ approach. This meant working with the existing owners
should they bring forward plans for redevelopment, but also working up a compulsory purchase order (CPO) for use
if the owners made no progress.  The aim was to ensure that, either way, something happened to address the
dereliction.

Background

For the last two years we’ve been working with the Council to find a developer for the site and to put in place the
compulsory purchase process.  Knightstone were appointed the preferred developer and we were hoping
we would see them working up their planning application and the Council starting the CPO process through 2014.
However, Fifth Capital then arrived on the scene.

By October we were hearing that a planning application from Fifth Capital was imminent. This was making both
Knightstone and the Council jittery about committing resources; if the application were successful it would render
as wasted any design work by Knightstone and work on the CPO by the Council.

However, October went without a planning application. Then we were led to believe that a planning application
would be sumbitted in November. The middle of November came and went, without a planning permission
application. And we now hear that they’ll be submitting at the end of December.

We’re asking “How long?”

As CAG we have to ask the question: how long will this go on for? And how long before those with the power to do
something about it (i.e. the Council with its CPO powers) get off the fence and recommitt to the twin-track
approach?

We are very supportive of the City Council for all the work it has done to help create the Community Vision and
move redevelopment of the site forward.  We think that Knightstone’s ideas are good and should create a scheme
that delivers the Vision. But we get the sense that something has changed in the Council to reduce its level of
commitment and backtrack on the hard work and investment of the last four years.

Time to write to your Councillor

We are asking you to now write to your local councillors and ask the simple question “Why?”.  Why is the Council
not using funds allocated by the Homes and Communities Agency to pursue its twin-track approach?  Why has the
Council stopped acting on its own Cabinet decisions to working up a CPO? Why is the Council not supporting
Knightstone, its preferred developer, to get the site surveys done and a planning application prepared (an essential
precursor to a CPO)? Why is the Council going cold on the whole scheme?

Follow this link to our website where you can select your ward councillors, fill in your details and send an email.
·      Ashley ward (St Pauls, Montpelier, St Werburghs, St Andrews)
·      Cabot ward (Kingsdown, city centre)

http://carriageworks.org.uk/have-your-say/ask-your-councillor-to-support-the-twin-track-approach/#Ashley
http://carriageworks.org.uk/have-your-say/ask-your-councillor-to-support-the-twin-track-approach/#Cabot
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·      Cotham ward (Cotham)

You can also email the Mayor from our website.

Please send us copies of the responses that you get from your Councillors and the Mayor. And if we hear anything,
we will let you know.

The latest from Fifth Capital

Shortly after the October meeting Lori and Julian had an informal meeting with Marc Pennick, Director of Fifth
Capital, plus their PR company and their architects. They are clearly eager to please and were suggesting ways of
creating a through route, confirming that there will be affordable housing, and considering how to ensure that the
business space is locked in for local use for the long-term. Marc was also clearly frustrated by the ongoing
scepticism that exists locally about his intentions, although he still hasn’t provided any concrete evidence of what
he’s done in the past. We asked if they would come to a CAG community meeting to explain their scheme and they
have agreed to do this. We were also told that they would be submitting their planning application in mid
November. Hmm.

Planning group

Another suggestion at the October meeting was for a group of people to get together to look in more detail at the
planning issues. This will be a combination of preparing a robust response to a planning application from Fifth
Capital, should it appear, and also looking at how planning policy affecting the site could be strengthened. If you’re
interested in getting involved in this group (first meeting is next week) please contact us info@carriageworks.org.uk
for details.

In the meantime the City Council is consulting on the final amendments to its Central Area Plan.  This includes a
section on the Carriageworks (page 126).  More details on their website http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/planning-
and-building-regulations/bristol-central-area-plan. Consultation ends on 6th January.

Stay warm and don’t forget to send those emails

Lori and Julian
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Carriageworks is Heritage at Risk
Posted on November 13, 2014

English Heritage has listed the Carriageworks as one of five entrenched buildings at risk that are ready for

redevelopment and reuse.

“More than 15 years on from the first Heritage at Risk Register, English Heritage has identified five more buildings

ready for redevelopment and reuse. All of them have been on the Register for at least a decade and it is these

entrenched cases, where seemingly there is no way forward, the organisation wants to draw attention to.

“(#3) Carriage Works, Bristol, Grade II*, on the Register since 1998. Built in 1862 for Perry and Son’s carriages, only

the shell of the building remains, which has not been used since 1977. Previous proposals for the site failed to gain

planning permission and the buildings remain empty. A housing association recently put forward draft proposals for

the site, and another scheme is being prepared by a private developer

“Simon Thurley, English Heritage Chief Executive, said: “The next few years will be crucial for At Risk sites. Although

there has been a reduction in the number of sites on the Register, more than a third of buildings that were on the

national Register when it first began in 1999 are still there now. We can’t give up on all these incredibly important

historic buildings; getting them back in use will lift the blight from historic areas, bringing back in to use really

important buildings and giving people a sense of pride in where they live. As the economy starts to improve and the

demand for development increases, we need to push these buildings forward and find a future for them.””

Read more at http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/about/news/heritage-at-risk-2014/
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Media articles
Posted on October 14, 2014

Following on from Monday’s community meeting, articles in the local media:

http://www.bristol247.co.uk/channel/news-comment/daily/environment/carriageworks-developer-committed-to-

plans

http://www.bristolpost.co.uk/Bristol-s-worst-eyesore-remain-years-public/story-23141941-detail/story.html
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You came, you spoke and you left
no doubt
Posted on October 14, 2014

We had a packed room last night for the Carriageworks Community Meeting.  Around 60 people turned up to hear

the latest on plans for the redevelopment of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House and to quiz the City

Council and Knightstone on what is and should be happening next. There was also a lot of discussion about what

Comer / Fifth Capital are up to.

The big problem we face is the way in which the Fifth Capital proposals have stalled the City Council’s proposals to

compulsoraly purchase the site and Knightstone’s proposals to then redevelop the site. The reason for the stall lies

in the risks: the Council and Knighstone would have to spend £3-400k to work up proposals, but that expenditure

could be abortive if (and it’s a big ‘if’) Fifth Capital do get planning permission and do develop the site. The City

Council is therefore waiting to see if a planning application is submitted and whether it is viable before they take

their next step.

Amidst much frustration, the key message from people at the meeting was that the City Council needs to be a lot

more robust and assertive in its response. When CAG was established in 2011 there was talk of a two track

approach – one track tackling the owners and the ongoing dereliction, and the other bringing forward

redevelopment proposals. Sadly it seems that that twin approach is being somewhat derailed. The message for the

three Councillors present was, therefore, to get back on the tracks, to take control and to be prepared to invest in

the surveys and planning permission which Kinightstone need to prepare.

There was also discussion about the planning policies which apply to the site. There are some things, such as

affordable housing and the through route, which people feel should be secured.  So can the policies be improved?

It might be too late if Fifth Capital do submit a planning application in the near future (they say they’ll do that in the

next fortnight) but if, as many people fear, the reaility is going to be ongoing dereliction it could help get the solution

we want in the longer term.

There’s been a lot of media interest since last night’s meeting so the story will be told in many places as it unfolds.

And don’t forget to keep checking back here for updates.
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Compare and contrast: The Vision,
Knightstone and Fifth Capital
Posted on October 10, 2014

To help you understand all the various ideas for the Carriageworks site we’ve prepared this handy(ish) comparison

table.  It shows what the Community Vision says, and how the Knightstone and Fifth Capital schemes respond to it.

Click to download the PDF.

And for you to see how we’ve got to where we are, we’ve made this timeline.
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What’s happened to Knightstone?
Posted on October 10, 2014

Three years ago we were discussing our Community Vision. One year ago, in a significant step towards compulsory
purchase and the end of years of derelection, Knightstone were selected as the preferred developer to deliver the
Vision. But since Fifth Capital emerged it’s all gone very quiet. Are Knightstone holding back to see what comes of
the Fifth Capital scheme? What does the Council think about that? And what should we, the local community, do?

Let us know what you think. Come to the Community meeting on Monday 13 October (6pm at the Salvation Army,
Ashley Road), write your comments below, or send your thoughts to ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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What we think of Fifth Capital’s proposals
Posted on October 10, 2014

Over the last few weeks you may have seen publicity by Fifth Capital about their latest proposals for the site. Given
the calibre of their consultants you might not be surprised to be told that the designs are at least reasonably
impressive. Having looked at them in a bit more depth, however, we retain significant reservations.

Firstly we remain unconvinced that Fifth Capital will build anything.

We have asked them to provide information about their track record. They have told us about a number of
developments but none of the documents provided or our own research has linked the sites or the
development proposals to Fifth Capital or its Directors.
We have asked them to provide information about their funding, just as Knightstone was required to provide.
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We even said that this would be treated in the strictest confidence. Fifth Capital have refused to provide any
information beyond saying that it is coming from private investors.
There is a history of coincidence: whenever the City Council has started to use compulsory purchase powers
the owners, Comer Homes, have applied for planning permission which then undermines the CPO process.
The applicant may be different this time, but is the intent?

Secondly we have reservations about what they intend to build:

There is no through route permeating the site. This is one of the key principles in the Community Vision and
helps underpin links with the community and a vibrant mix of ground floor uses. Without the through route
our concern is that the site will eventually become a gated community.
There are no proposals for affordable housing. This may change by the time they submit their planning
application but so far there have been no details.
While they say that there will be space for small businesses etc they have not said how this will be secured
long term or how it will be managed.
We are concerned that they will play off community aspirations for vibrant ground floor uses with wider social
needs for affordable housing. They will tell the Council it is their choice. It is then likely that affordable housing
will win. The ground floor will then revert to occupation by the highest bidders, most of whom will be
corporate multiples.
Introducing a London arts consultancy, Future City, to develop a ‘cultural strategy’ for the site seems
parasitical when our own city is full of the skills and heritage needed to do the job.
There is no information how, in the long term, the space for small businesses, community uses, workshops
etc will be seured.
There is no clarity on long term management.  We would like to think that there will be a commitment to
active management that engages with the wider community. We suspect it will just be another management
company like any other block of flats.

What do you think? Come to the Community meeting on Monday 13 October (6pm at the Salvation Army, Ashley
Road), write your comments below, or send your thoughts to ideas@carriageworks.org.uk
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What you’ve been telling us
Posted on September 24, 2014
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A few weeks ago we sent out an update on the Carriageworks and, in particular, Fifth Capital the company that

now says it’s going to develop the site.  Lots of people wrote in with their thoughts.  Here’s what they said (to

respect individuals we’ve removed actual names). The comments stand in contrast to Fifth Capital’s PR which is

claiming that local people are saying “just get on with it”.

Thank you for your informative email — I was wondering about the leaflet, and was deeply suspicious after

reading it. I used to (be) a financial journalist — this smells bad. As well as bearing the hallmarks of various

kinds of dodgy dealing, it’s exactly how the ‘dead hand of gentrification’ works — as soon as an area

becomes ‘up and coming’, with the trotting out of promises that ‘developers’ have no intention of delivering

on (or being around long enough to deliver on) being a major aspect of it.

I am very pleased to see that you sound already very aware of this, and trust that we’ll be able to put together

a robust demolition of their planning application unless the bad smell proves unfounded, and the motives and

plan better than rotten. With links to major developers and financiers, they’ll be good at it, so we’ll need to be

quicker and smarter — a strong collaborative relationship with BCC, whatever the limitations on what Planning

can and can’t take into account, may well prove to be our greatest asset! It will be fascinating to see what

they present at their exhibition.

Keep up the good work. Stokes Croft CAN do regeneration differently!

best, J

P.S. How old is the photo they used on their leaflet?!

Thank you very much for this – for those of us without the time to really follow these things too closely, but

with a very keen interest in what happens there, this is a perfect summary. I appreciate this level of brevity,

with links to as much further info as anyone interested and with the time can follow. It is an excellent update

for people like me, of which I am sure there are many.

Thanks again

Z

I had lunch with a friend in Glastonbury, who described the owners of the Carriageworks site (on what

evidence I don’t know) as a ‘bunch of gangsters’.

I must say the situation as described in the newsletter supports this view. There is no evidence of any kind to

support the proposals of this company with less money than I have as a retired and not very wealthy

individual. It all sounds like ‘Stokes Croft is the place to be in Bristol. We can make lots of money by banging

up some overpriced flats with just enough minor alterations to get the planning permission.’

Let’s hope Knightstone, a local and relatively well known organization trusted to a large degree, can get their

vision up, but if I know developers they will be shafted in the interests of a quick buck.

D

I hope Fifth Capital do not have any association with Hong Kong estate agents who seem to be selling off

London at the rate of knots.

Thanks for the update.

Regards,

H

http://eepurl.com/YQk7L
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[The next message was sent to Fifth Capital and copied to us]
Hi
We respond to the ‘Carriageworks Community News’ put through our letterbox as local residents.
We think your consultation with the local community is commendable, despite being an obligatory requirement
of submitting a planning application of this scale.
However the fact that on the site map/plan contained on your Community News three of the surrounding
streets have been misnamed or misspelled (see attached), is a sloppiness that doesn’t suggest any kind of
local awareness, let alone inspire confidence.
Of course, all the questions being asked by the Carriageworks Action Group (as below) require good answers,
that according to them seem so far to be lacking.
I’m not entirely convinced that hiring an independent communications company suggests real commitment to
direct engagement with the local community either.
And Fifth Capital having no website and a possibly residential business address doesn’t inspire confidence
either I’m afraid.
Regards
S

Why are you giving all this publicity to Fifth Capital ?
They have turned up too late to enter the race. Surely the race has already run, with Knightstone the winner.
Let’s just let them get on with it .
D

Dont worry about the leaflet – thats a small issue.
The bigger issue with this group is that Marc Pennicks mate is Peter Bingle, who works for Bell Pottinger – a
Public Affairs.
I think BPPA used to work for the government, but certainly Peter has connections in Westminster.
Will keep digging.
T

It seems from looking at your histories that what these people with no money who have just bought a
controlling interest are after is a fat profit from the compulsory purchase. After all you buy the place for little
money on a loan, then prepare, cheaply and quickly, a set of plans that are obviously not sufficient for what is
required, but which, if implemented, would make a lot of money for you, and then when the Council decides
to compulsorily purchase, you claim all kinds of business losses and make a huge profit for doing nothing,
leaving Bristol impoverished and less money for the proper implementation of the original scheme. Worse than
that if TTIP* goes through you will have a legal right to sue for all losses made as the result of any government
or council decision, and that will probably include projected profits over the next 50 years assuming the most
favourable possible position.
We may well get the Knightstone option, but at a cost several times what it should be, thanks to these fly by
night operators.
D

* TTIP = Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership. For more see 38 Degrees campaign

https://twitter.com/PeterBingle/status/430397060362563585
https://secure.38degrees.org.uk/pages/ttip_home
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Balancing the Cultural Dominoes
Posted on September 19, 2014

This thought may not be original, but it crystallised for me last weekend:

There is a piece in last Saturday’s Grauniad http://www.theguardian.com/travel/2014/sep/11/is-leipzig-the-new-
berlin about Leipzig where it says (with my emphasis):

“Gushing reports of (Leipzig’s) thriving creative scene, green spaces and quality of living have earned the place the
nickname Hypezig, and some locals fear its reputation as “the better Berlin” may attract private investors, and drive
up property prices.  Plagwitz….illustrates the city’s transformation. Once a soot-covered industrial suburb dotted
with the chimneys of metalwork shops, it has cleaned up its act but not lost its crooked charm. Buildings on the
main thoroughfare, Karl-Heine-Strasse have almost all been renovated, but without losing their sense of
history. Some of them may now house galleries and ice-cream parlours that sell strawberry and lavender sorbet,
but family businesses such as Schicketanz butchers and Seidel’s bakery will keep the area grounded.”

It’s an eternal challenge: how one addresses dereliction and brings about improvement, but without destroying
character, quirkyness and everything else of value.  Maybe Leipzig illustrates that it is about balance – always
difficult to achieve but eminently preferable once you get there (lots of bicycle metaphors).

My fear of the Fifth Capital scheme is that it is an unbalanced domino – the first of many that could fall.  It will bring
in the big developers and the corporates.  After them it will be Hamilton House, then other blocks of property and
before we know it Stokes Croft will be just another high value street in Bristol.  The so called cultural quarter will be
no more, and the international reputation of the area will be history.  The Knightstone scheme offers something very
different that fits and helps balance the whole street.  That’s what we’re fighting for – not just the redevelopment of
one site.

Julian (opionions above are my own, not necessarily those of CAG)
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Community Meeting 13th October 6pm
Posted on September 5, 2014

We’ll be having a community meeting at 6pm on Monday 13 October 2014 most probably at the Salvation Army on

Ashley Road.

This will be a chance to find out more about the redevelopment proposals for the site and to have your say on what
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you think should happen.

We’ll send a reminder to our mailing list nearer the time with more details of the meeting.

Lost the plot?

In case you’ve lost track of who’s who and what’s what, here are some quick links to the key information:

The Community Vision – 1600 people contributed their thoughts on the future of the site, resulting in the
Community Vision being launched in March 2012. Read more….
Compulsory Purchase – after more than 25 years of dereliction the Council agreed to compulsoraly
purchase the site from the owners, Comer Homes.  Read more…
The preferred developer – in December 2013, having gone through a lengthy selection process,
Knighstone were named the preferred developer for the site.  Read more and see their scheme…
New kids – out of the blue, early in 2014 a London developer, Fifth Capital, buys ‘a controlling interest’ in the
site and says they’ll develop it.  Read more…
Knightstone reconfirm their commitment – In August Knightstone release a statement saying they are
“still very keen and committed to the project, working in partnership with the Carriageworks Action Group
(CAG) and the Council to regenerate the site in a way that meets the Community Vision”  Read more….
Stories of Westmoreland House – CAG and Montpelier Conservation Group are exploring the history
of Westmoreland House when it was working offices. Get in touch if you worked there.  Read more…

Hope to see you in October!

Lori and Julian
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Stokes Croft Festival of the Arts
Posted on September 3, 2014

WAITING FOR GODWIN – A WEEK IN THE LIFE OF STOKES CROFT, BRISTOL’s CULTURAL QUARTER MONDAY
8th SEPTEMBER to SUNDAY 14th SEPTEMBER.
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The inaugural Stokes Croft Festival of the Arts showcases the rich vein of creativity that permeates our area. You

are invited to come and spend some time in the local streets and venues to experience some of our weekly

activities. From the Bear Pit in the south to Boston Tea Party in the north, from The Cube cinema in the west to

Picton Street in the east, there will be music, studio art, street art, performance art, film, workshops, food, drink and

even guerrilla gardening. So come on down – it’s free and there’s plenty of room for everybody.

More info at http://stokescroftfestivalofthearts.wordpress.com
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Knightstone update
Posted on August 26, 2014

We’ve just received this statement from Knightstone:

“Soon after Knightstone’s selection as the City Council’s preferred development partner for the Carriageworks and

Westmoreland House site in November 2013 we learnt that the private developer, Fifth Capital, had secured a legal

interest in the site. Since then we have been closely monitoring their progress in drawing up redevelopment

proposals in preparation to make a planning application.

“Knightstone is still very keen and committed to the project, working in partnership with the Carriageworks Action

Group (CAG) and the Council to regenerate the site in a way that meets the Community Vision. Whilst Fifth Capital

is targeting to submit a planning application in autumn 2014 we are currently in discussions with the Council about

how we may progress our redevelopment proposals further if Fifth Capital’s planning application does not proceed.

“We will issue a further update in the autumn about our next steps and hope to agree on a way forward with the

Council and CAG within the next few weeks.”
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Bristol Post article
Posted on July 16, 2014

Bristol Post have an article today about the Fifth Capital proposals.

We understand the Post was briefed in person by John Assael, the very genial founder and chairman of Assael, the

architects for the scheme.  Assael was contender for presidency of the RIBA until he withdrew his candidature in

May.

How on earth did Fifth Capital afford his fees for the day!
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‘Carriageworks Community News’ –
 confused?
Posted on July 15, 2014

A leaflet that has been delivered through doors around Stokes Croft is clearly causing some confusion, not least

because it is titled “Carriageworks Community News”.

For the avoidance of doubt, the leaflet has nothing whatsoever to do with us, the Carriageworks Action Group.

The leaflet has been produced by London based company Fifth Capital. It has already been widely criticised for

its number of errors. Just look at the street names. And try to date the photo; from the street art we think it’s circa

2006/07 – anyone else got other ideas?  Must have been hard to find a pic that old – where did they get it?!

In letters sent to some people inviting them to a private view of their proposals the evening before the public

exhibition, Fifth Capital also suggest that they are working with Bristol City Council. But they’re not! The Council’s

planners have to work them just as they have to work with anyone who wants to submit a planning application. But
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as far as we know, no one else in the Council is helping Fifth Capital work up their proposals.

The leaflet has been produced by a London PR Agency working for Fifth Capital London Limited.  Local people

have pointed out that Fifth Capital:

has no website*

has no phone number**

works from a residential address***

has no track record

and has no money****

And yet they’re spending bucket loads on their PR campaign and planning application.

Someone must be funding them – the big question is, who?

 

* http://www.fifthcapitallondon.com just has a holding page. The domain name was registered in November 2013.

The brand identity was developed in December 2013. The holding page went live in early 2014.

** All phone contact is directed through the PR company.  Marc Pennick, the Director of Fifth Capital, has only given

out a mobile phone number.

*** The website gives the address as 64A Randolph Avenue, London, W9 1BE which is in the affluent residential

area of Maida Vale and does not look like a business property.

**** Their last published accounts 2012/13 give net assets of £5,983.
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Fifth Capital leafleting the local area
Posted on July 11, 2014
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A leaflet might soon be coming through your door telling you about development proposals for the Carriageworks
and Westmorland House.

The leaflet may raise many questions in the minds of you and your neighbours, not least about who this new
developer is and what has happened to the Knightstone scheme and the Community Vision.  Here are some
answers:

Who is this new developer Fifth Capital?

Fifth Capital emerged in November 2013 just as the City Council appointed Knightstone as its preferred developer.
They are a private London based company setup in 2011. Their 2013 accounts show net assets of £5,983.  Read
more…

Have Fifth Capital built anything before?

We’ve been asking them this.  They haven’t sent us any evidence that they have built anything.  Read more…

Do they own the site?

No, the site is still owned by Comer Homes. But Fifth Capital tell us they have “a controlling interest”.  Read more…

Who’s behind Fifth Capital?

There is an impressive team of architects and consultants working with Fifth Capital. They claim to have already
spent £400,000 on their fees. So who’s paying?  Read more…

What do they intend to build?

We understand that their current scheme shows that they will demolish Westmoreland House, build 116 mostly
private flats and include some retail along Stokes Croft. Read more….

How do the proposals compare to the Community Vision?

From what we understand, some aspects are broadly in line with the Vision. But; there is no through route, there is
little affordable housing, long term management arrangements are very vague and we don’t even know if Fifth
Capital can or will actually develop the site themselves. Read more…

Have they submitted a planning application?

No, not yet. They are currently in a community involvement stage. They plan to submit a planning application in
September / October 2014.

What’s happened to the Knightstone scheme?

Knightstone still want to develop the site and are supported by CAG.  Knightstone are working with Bristol City
Council which could ultimately compulsorily purchase the site from the current owners. However, if Fifth Capital get
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planning permission it could make it much harder to get the compulsory purchase approved, and that would stop
Knightstone going ahead.

Is CAG working with Fifth Capital?

No, because they haven’t demonstrated to us that they will deliver the Community Vision.

What happens next?

Fifth Capital’s PR agency, Four Communications, has told us that they are having an exhibition of the proposals in
two weeks time. They will then finish working up their proposals and submit a planning application in September /
October. They anticipate a planning decision in January 2015.

What is CAG doing?

We still want to see a scheme that embraces all aspects of the Community Vision. At this stage we really don’t
know if Fifth Capital will build anything, or if they will sell the site with planning permission to someone else, or if
they will dissolve into thin air once the site value has been increased. Fifth Capital say they will build the scheme
themselves but so far they have not provided any evidence to show that they or their Directors have ever done
anything like it before. We will keep trying to get answers to these questions. In the meantime we continue to liaise
with Knightstone and the City Council with a view to the Knightstone scheme progressing.
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We met with Fifth Capital
Posted on April 24, 2014

On 10 April members of the CAG Liaison Group met with Fifth Capital, the second developer, to find out more
about who they are and what they propose for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

Fifth Capital first popped up late last year saying that they had acquired a controlling interest in the form of an
option to buy the site. Since then they have been writing to and meeting with the Council and local groups to tell
them about their plans. So we thought we should have a chat with them as well.

We found out a bit more about Marc Pennick and his company Fifth Capital including  what they’ve done in the
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past (mostly redevelopment schemes in London) and how they operate (previously they have bought sites and then

sold them on with planning permission).  We also wanted to understand their links with the site’s owners Comer

Homes (they told us they have none).

When it comes to their ideas for the site they bear a high similarity to Knighstone’s.  So it is a residential lead

scheme in which they restore the Carriageworks, retain Westmoreland House, create a route through the site and

have active ground floor uses.  Car parking will be ‘just adequate’.

They say their timescale is to submit a planning application by the end of the year and be on site by the end of

2015.  They are currently carrying out various site surveys and appraisals and intend to carry out public consultation

in June (although we pointed out that they might want to avoid the annual exodus to the fields of Pilton!).  They also

want to set up regular meetings with CAG to advise them on how to consult locally and to feedback on their

proposals.

You can read a full write up of our meeting on this page.

All in all, Fifth Capital seem to be a serious contender.  But at this point in time we still don’t really know what

they’ve done before or whether they are good for their word. We should also point out that Fifth Capital’s proposals

have not changed the City Council’s or Knightstone’s approach – they are still committed to working up plans for

the site and progressing through to development, using compulsory purchase to buy the long derelict site from the

owners, Comer Homes, if necessary.

So what do you think?  Should we work with Fifth Capital, should we help them, should we oppose them, or

should we ignore them?  Leave your comments below or mail them to us ideas@carriageworks.org.uk

Lori and the CAG Liaison Group
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Second developer in PR drive to take over
Carriageworks scheme?
Posted on March 31, 2014
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You may be aware of a second developer emerging with an interest in developing the Carriageworks and

Westmoreland House site. Marc Pennick, through his company Fifth Capital London, has drawn together a team of

London consultants to work up competing plans for the future of the site.

Don’t worry though; this isn’t derailing Knightstone who are still the Council’s preferred developer for the

Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. The local housing association emerged from an intensive selection

process in 2013 run by the City. It had the Community Vision at its heart and the possible use of compulsory

purchase powers to make sure that something actually happens. Knightstone’s plans are on our website and were

the result of wide consultation last summer.

Nevertheless, Marc Pennick says that he has now acquired a controlling interest in the form of an option to buy the

site, presumably with the help of the current owners, Comer Homes (who still list the site as one of their “future”

developments). We don’t yet know the terms of the option, how long it lasts or whether Pennick intends to build

himself or sell on to a third developer.

Pennick and his PR consultant Ralph Scott of Four Communications have been writing to local organisations and

councillors asking to meet them to explain the plans. The letter says that he is “seeking to bring forward a mixed

use scheme that addresses the aspirations of both the City and the local community, with due consideration given

to the listed buildings.” Sounds good, although with no apparent track record, at least not on the internet, we can

only take him at his word.

In the spirit of openess and because we’re jolly good sorts, members of the CAG Liaison Group will next week be

meeting Marc Pennick, Ralph Scott, Assael Architects and his planning consultants to find our more. We’ll let you

know what they say!

In the meantime we’re also staying on the ball with Knightstone and will be talking to them about their progress and

the timescale for submitting a planning application.  We’ll let you know what they say as well.
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Council approves compulsory purchase
Posted on March 11, 2014
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On the 4th March the City Council’s cabinet approved renewal of the compulsory purchase powers and working up

of a scheme with Knightstone.

Film of the meeting is on YouTube – go to 42 minutes in.  Lots of plaudits for the work the community has done

bringing everything forward – well done everyone

You might also be interested to see (at 25’15”) that Marc Pennick of Fifth Capital turned up and spoke about his

own proposals for the site.  This didn’t alter the Council’s decision to back the compulsory purchase

recommendation.
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New report to Cabinet
Posted on March 3, 2014

The City Council is putting a new report about the Carriageworks to its Cabinet tomorrow (Tuesday 4 March).

The report says that, subject to a development agreement being entered into with Knightstone and planning

permission being obtained, that the Council use compulsory purchase powers to aquire the site “for the purposes

of comprehensive re-development”. This is a renewal of the authorisation previously given on 31 May 2012.

You can see the full report at https://www.bristol.gov.uk/committee/2014/ua/ua000/0304_6.pdf
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Second developer for the Carriageworks?
Posted on February 12, 2014

It seems that a second developer may be emerging for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

The sign of London based Assael Architecture has
been placed on the hoardings on Ashley Road so,
unless it’s a bit of guerilla advertising, it could  indicate
that someone other than Knightstone has started
working up a scheme for the site.  This could tie in with
reports of an individual visiting local businesses to tell
them that a new planning application is being
prepared.

So who is behind this scheme?  No developer has
spoken to CAG about it so all we can do is speculate.
It could be the owners of the site, Comer Homes, who
are an established client of Assael Architecture.  Or it
could be the rather mysterious Fifth Capital London who suddenly popped up late last year asking for a meeting
with the Council to discuss their plans.  Online checks show the company is owned by Marc Pennick and possibly
his wife but with little apparent turnover or assets how they would manage to bring in Assael and deliver a multi-
million pound development is anyone’s guess.

The City Council and Knightstone have both confirmed that their approach is unchanged by this latest
development.  So they’ll be working up a planning application through the first part of 2014 and aim to acquire the
site for development later in the year, using compulsory purchase powers if necessary.

Do let us know if you bump into anyone representing the mystery developer.  We’d love to invite them to a
community meeting so that we can all find out more!
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Your memories of Westmoreland House?
Posted on January 21, 2014

CAG and Montpelier Conservation Group have been awarded  funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund to explore
your memories of Westmoreland House. The project focuses of the short period of the building’s life when it was
occupied in the 1960s to early 1980s.

Westmoreland House: An Oral and Visual History will gather stories and memories from people who worked in the
building, or who knew it when it was a working building. The stories will be recorded and kept, along with a
collection of images, plans, press cuttings – whatever documents we can find – to tell the story of Westmoreland
House when it had windows.

If you have any information about Westmoreland House, or stories to tell about it, please email
stories@carriageworks.org.uk

To find out more go to the Stories page.
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Knightstone confirmed as
preferred developer
Posted on January 16, 2014

At our meeting on 2 December it was announced that Knightstone have been selected by the City Council as the
preferred developer or the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

That may not sound like big news, given that Knightstone were the only contender, but in actual fact it has involved
a huge amount of work on the part of Knightstone themselves in preparaing their final submission and officers of
the Council in evaluating that submission, making sure not only that everything is compliant with the very lengthy
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procurement processes but also that the scheme will deliver what everyone wants.

The news was announced at the meeting by Jan Reichel, the project officer from Bristol City Council. Mike Day
from Knightstone and Jonathan Platt the architect then summarised the proposals.

The Knightstone Proposals

The proposals are based on Option 3 which emerged during last summer’s consultation and see a linear park
leading through the site from opposite the top of Picton Street, turning at a new square or market place behind the
Carriageworks, and then rejoing Stokes Croft through
two of the Carriageworks archways. On the ground
floor facing Stokes Croft, Ashley Road and facing the
linear park there will be retail and community uses. On
the upper floors there will be flats, and a small amount
of housing at the rear of the site. In total there will be
110 residential units with a mixture of tenures including
affordable, market rent and market sale. The flats and
houses will be built to Code for Sustainable Homes
Level 4.

The proposals retain the Grade II* Carriageworks,
keeping as much of the interior as possible and adding
(or replacing, depending upon how you interpret
historic photos) a top floor.

No4 Ashley Road is listed but in extremely poor
condition, even when viewed from a distance. A Planning Inspector has previously said that its demolition would be
justifiable, and this is the course the Knightstone propose to take.

The intention for Westmoreland House, however, is for it to be retained – at least its structure will be mostly
retained, the main differences being the removal of part of the rear and a raising of part of the top floor to the height
of the lift and services block.

It should be noted that these proposals will inevitably change. To date no-one has been able to access the site for
surveys, and this will not happen until early 2014. Also the comments of the planners have to be taken on board
and viability constantly reappraised. So changes are inevitable but we will keep you informed as they emerge.

What happens next?

Early in the new year the City Council and Knightstone will get onto the site to carry out all the necessary surveys.
Once they’ve got the information the architects will finalise the plans with the aim of submitting a planning
application in the Autumn 2014. There will be further public consultation on the proposals in the late Spring / early
Summer 2014.

http://carriageworksbs6.files.wordpress.com/2014/01/kproposaldec2013drawings.pdf
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At the same time the City Council will attempt to purchase the site from the owners through negotiation. If this
proves unsuccessful then the City Council can seek to use compulsory purchase powers.

A new player?

At the meeting we heard that a company had approached the City Council saying that they had acquired an
interest in the Carriageworks site. It’s not known what this interest is, if it relates to the whole site or part, or why
they have left it until now to state their interest. But the important message is that the City Council is committed to
working with Knightstone and acquiring the site to enable their scheme to go ahead. Anyone else  would have to
obtain planning permission and virtually be on site before there is any change in the Council’s direction.

The oral and visual history project

To wrap up the evening, another piece of great news. Montpelier Conservation Group have been given funding by
the Heritage Lottery to run an oral history project about Wesmoreland House. It is a bit of a ghost building for while
its presence is clearly felt in the area, there is little recorded history about its past. So the project is wanting to the
record the memories of people who worked at Westmoreland House and will be keen to see any photographs that
might still exist of the building in its prime – there are stories of a boardroom panelled with exotic hardwoods and
marble floors! The project will be starting in January and will be training up local volunteers who are interested in
recording people’s memories. To get in touch with the project email stories@carriageworks.org.uk
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Who is the preferred developer?
Posted on November 29, 2013

On 15th November Knightstone Housing Association submited to the City Council their proposals for the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. The proposals were then evaluated by the Council and representatives of
CAG.

An announcement about whether Knightstone are to be appointed ‘preferred developer’ will be made at a CAG
community meeting at 5:30pm on Monday 2 December at the Salvation Army, Ashley Road.

Lottery project
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We’ll also have some exciting news about a Lottery funded project exploring the history of Westmoreland House.

Come along to find out more!

We’re getting there!

It’s been a slog, but almost two years after we finished writing the vision we’re hopefully about to hit another huge

milestone. Whether its end of the beginning or the beginning of the end or somewhere in the middle we can’t be

sure, but it’s better here than back there! Come along and celebrate (probably in the Pipe and Slippers after as

well).

Lori and Julian
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Who is the preferred developer?
Posted on November 29, 2013

On 15th November Knightstone Housing Association submited to the City Council their proposals for the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. The proposals were then evaluated by the Council and representatives of
CAG.

An announcement about whether Knightstone are to be appointed ‘preferred developer’ will be made at a CAG
community meeting at 5:30pm on Monday 2 December at the Salvation Army, Ashley Road.

Lottery project

We’ll also have some exciting news about a Lottery funded project exploring the history of Westmoreland House.
Come along to find out more!

We’re getting there!

It’s been a slog, but almost two years after we finished writing the vision we’re hopefully about to hit another huge
milestone. Whether its end of the beginning or the beginning of the end or somewhere in the middle we can’t be
sure, but it’s better here than back there! Come along and celebrate (probably in the Pipe and Slippers after as
well).

Lori and Julian
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Announcement of preferred developer
Posted on November 14, 2013

This Friday Knightstone Housing Association will be submitting to the City Council their proposals for the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. The proposals will then be evaluated by the Council and representatives
of CAG.
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An announcement about whether Knightstone are to be appointed ‘preferred developer’ will be made at a CAG

community meeting at 5:30pm on Monday 2 December (venue to be confirmed).

Consultation report released

Knightstone have released the consultation report from the events they held in August and

September.

We’re getting there!

We hope to see you at the meeting on 2 December.  It’s an exciting stage to reach in the process of getting the site

brought back into use.  If Knightstone are successful we expect to see them prepare their planning application in

the new year and the process of acquiring the site starting in the summer.

Lori and Julian
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Knightstone’s options – have your say!
Posted on September 13, 2013

This weekend Knightstone are consulting on their development options for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland

House.

You can come along to see the proposals, talk to Knightstone and leave your comments.

You’ll find them 11am to 3pm on Saturday 14th and Sunday 15th September

at Bristol Credit Union, 112 Cheltenham Road, Stokes Croft, BS6 5RW.
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OPTION 1 OPTION 1 – MORE DETAIL OPTION 2

OPTION 2 – MORE DETAIL OPTION 3 OPTION 3 – MORE DETAIL

DESIGN BRIEF WHAT WE DON’T KNOW WHAT WE DO KNOW

Or you can look at the proposals here and comment in the online survey before 22 September.

 

There’s other background information as well, including the brief which Knightstone is working to and the remaining

questions and answers.

https://carriageworks.org.uk/2013/09/13/knightstones-options-have-your-say/option_1/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/option_1b/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/option_2/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/option_2b/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/option_3/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/option_3b/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/kha_design_brief-2/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/2014/01/16/knightstone-confirmed-as-preferred-developer/what_we_dont_know/
https://carriageworks.org.uk/what_we_do_know/
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/N2HQQMF
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THE BIG QUESTIONS

All the boards can also be downloaded as PDFs from this linked page.
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See Knightstone’s proposals 14-
15 September
Posted on September 9, 2013

Knightstone Housing Association will be showing their proposals for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House

this coming weekend.

The proposals follow an intensive month of local consultation and workshops exploring the issues, opportunities

and options for the site.

Come along and have your say on Knighstone’s conclusions and proposals:

11am to 3pm on Saturday 14th and Sunday 15th September
at Bristol Credit Union, 112 Cheltenham Road, Stokes Croft, BS6 5RW.

The proposals will also be on this website for you to comment on.

What happens next?
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After the weekend Knightstone will take on board comments made over the weekend and complete their proposals
ready for submission to the City Council at the end of October.  If all goes to plan, the Council will then make an
announcement in December on whether Knightstone are to be the preferred developer of the site.  And then it’s a
planning application in early 2014 (with more chances for you to comment), and then compulsory purchase might
need to begin.  So it’s still a way to go, but things are moving!
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What it used to be like…
Posted on September 5, 2013

Heather Watts has found this amazing photograph of the Carriageworks and neighbouring buildings prior to
Westmoreland House being built.  Photo probably dates from the early 60s.  Where’s the traffic?!!!
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Knightstone consultation workshops
are progressing
Posted on August 23, 2013

The first three workshops of six have now taken place.  These workshops have generated a lot of ideas that

Knightstone is feeding into options.  These options are being formed by the consultation process.  You can see the

impact of the workshops and how they are shaping scheme options in the links on this page. .

For the workshops we provided context information on: (all links open .pdf)

Process of redevelopment

Time line to development

Stage 3 consultation plan

Historic fabric

Buildings and gardens

Movement constraints_opportunities

First workshop.

Workshop1 – outcomes from workshop tasks (sheets 7-9) (opens a .pdf) demonstrate the options that came out of

the first workshop where people were split into groups – these options came from the community members.

Workshop 1- full notes (opens a .pdf)

Second workshop – redevelopment options.

Workshop 2 – three redevelopment options (opens a .pdf) that have been worked up based on the first workshop

and other discussions with local stakeholders were presented to the public. The options will be subject to

consultation over the remaining workshop sessions in August and September 2013.

Workshop 2 – full notes (opens a .pdf)

Third workshop – ground floor and community uses.

The options were presented to the workshop attendees and discussed under the issues of ground floor and

community uses.  Comments and ideas were captured that will lead to variations on the options.

Workshop 3 – full notes (opens a .pdf)
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The next, fourth workshop.

Will focus on the heritage of the site and the design aspiration for the proposed redevelopment including:

proposed retention of Carriageworks

other listed buildings on the site

reuse of buildings

design of new build elements

Thursday 29 August – Heritage and Design
3-5pm at Unitarian Chapel, Brunswick Square, Bristol, BS2 8PE
There will also be a public drop-in from 5-6pm.

If you want to attend this workshop please pre-register by sending an email to carriageworks@knightstone.co.uk

before 26 August (this is just so that Knightstone know how many people to expect but the more the merrier)

Preferred redevelopment option display

On Saturday 14 and Sunday 15 September the preferred redevelopment option will be on display.

Come along and give us your views:

14 and 15 September  11am to 3pm
Bristol Credit Union, 
112 Cheltenham Road, 
Stokes Croft, Bristol, 
BS6 5RW.
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Knightstone consultation
workshops dates
Posted on August 8, 2013

Come to the Carriageworks Workshops!
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As you will probably know by now, Knightstone Housing Association have been asked by Bristol City Council to
work up final proposals for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.  If you missed that news, you can find out
more on the Carriageworks Action Group website.

We’ve been really pleased that Knightstone have wanted to develop their dialogue with the community while they
work up their ideas.  One of the ways in which they’ll be doing this is by holding a number of workshops through
August and into September to find out more about what you think and to get your response to their emerging
ideas.  Do please get along and take part to help turn the Carriageworks Community Vision into a reality.

So here are the details of those workshops.

Thursday 15 August – CAG meeting and launch

CAG Community Meeting at which Knightstone will launch the consultation process and present their proposed
options.  These options were the subject of a workshop last week when members of the Liaison Group and other
key stakeholders shared their thoughts and ideas on what should be included.  Since the workshop Knightstone
have been distilling all the ideas into a set of options that will form the basis of the following workshops.

6.30pm at Unitarian Chapel, Brunswick Square, Bristol, BS2 8PE
————————

Tuesday 20 August – Ground Floor and Community Uses

Workshop focussing on the proposed uses for the ground floor including the number and size of
commercial/community units, proposed uses, servicing/access/waste, and long term management.

If you want to attend this workshop please pre-register by sending an email
tocarriageworks@knightstone.co.uk before 16 August (this is just so that Knightstone know how many people to
expect)

3-5pm at Unitarian Chapel, Brunswick Square, Bristol, BS2 8PE

There will also be a public drop-in from 5-6pm.
————————

Thursday 29 August – Heritage and Design

Workshop focusing on the heritage of the site and the design aspiration for the proposed redevelopment including
the proposed retention of Carriageworks, other listed buildings on the site, reuse of buildings, and the design of
new build elements.
If you want to attend this workshop please pre-register by sending an email
tocarriageworks@knightstone.co.uk before 26 August (this is just so that Knightstone know how many people to
expect)

http://carriageworks.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c09935b4021be981467051cee&id=9a75c142cd&e=972fa3c2aa
http://carriageworks.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=c09935b4021be981467051cee&id=9b59ba381d&e=972fa3c2aa
mailto:carriageworks@knightstone.co.uk?subject=Carriageworks%20workshop%20on%20Tuesday%2020%20August&body=I%20would%20like%20to%20attend%20the%20Carriageworks%20workshop%20on%20Tuesday%2020%20August.
mailto:carriageworks@knightstone.co.uk?subject=Carriageworks%20workshop%20on%20Thursday%2029%20August.&body=I%20would%20like%20to%20attend%20the%20workshop%20on%20Thursday%2029%20August.
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3-5pm at Unitarian Chapel, Brunswick Square, Bristol, BS2 8PE

There will also be a public drop-in from 5-6pm.

————————

Wednesday 4 September – General redevelopment options

Workshop focusing on the general redevelopment of the site including housing (mix/tenure/number), facilities (retail

etc),  employment, existing site uses, and management.

If you want to attend this workshop please pre-register by sending an email

tocarriageworks@knightstone.co.uk before 30 August (this is just so that Knightstone know how many people to

expect)3-5pm at Unitarian Chapel, Brunswick Square, Bristol, BS2 8PE

There will also be a public drop-in from 5-6pm.

———————–

After the workshops are complete, Knightstone will work up their preferred option.  They will then come back to the

community to check what you think of their conclusions.

Weekend of 14/15 September – Reviewing the preferred option

An opportunity for you to comment on the preferred option that has been worked up based on the consultation

workshops and wider consultation.

Times and venue to be confirmed.

————————

Knightstone will then finalise their proposals which will be submitted to Bristol City Council at the end of October /

early November.  The Council will then evaluate the proposal (its all part of the painful procurement process that

they are obliged by law to follow) with a final decision being made, hopefully, in December.

We hope to see lots of you at the workshops and events in the coming weeks.  In the meantime, enjoy the summer

Lori and Julian
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Notes of 10 June meeting
Posted on June 28, 2013

Thanks to everyone who came along to the meeting on 10 June when it was announced that Knightstone had

been invited to work up proposals for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

The notes of the 10 June meeting can be found via this link (pdf file).

The Carriageworks Liaison Group is now working with Knightstone and the City Council on the next phase of

consultation which will take place over the summer.  We’ll announce dates as soon as we have them.
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Knightstone to take Carriageworks to the
next stage
Posted on June 11, 2013

Press Release

Knightstone Housing has been invited by Bristol City Council to submit

a final tender to develop Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. The news

follows extensive work with the Carriageworks Action Group to shortlist

from 15 informal enquiries and three expressions of interest.

Knightstone presented an overview of their plans to a public community

meeting led by the Carriageworks Action group last night. The meeting

involved an opportunity to meet Knightstone representatives and consider

how communities can be engaged over the next few months of the selection

process.  This will involve Knightstone in more detailed work, public

consultation and the submission of a final proposal in August.

Mike Day, Director of Development and Homeownership at Knightstone,

said; “We’re really pleased to have been invited to submit a final

tender for this project. We’re committed to working with the local

community to ensure that we can deliver a development that meets their

needs. This is an exciting opportunity, which could allow us to build on

the excellent work we’ve been doing with the City Council on

regeneration projects in Bristol”

Lori Streich, Chair of the Carriageworks Action Group, said: “We’re

very proud of this example of real community engagement. 

https://carriageworks.org.uk/2013/06/28/notes-of-10-june-meeting/?share=press-this&nb=1&nb=1&nb=1&nb=1&nb=1
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“People in the community have the expertise, enthusiasm and

innovation that is needed to make a relevant contribution to a scheme.

We are faced with a creatively demanding challenge around what should

certainly be one of Bristol’s most iconic settings.”

The site is still owned by Comer Homes. The council remains willing to

negotiate to acquire the site, and will only proceed to compulsory

purchase if necessary, supported by Knightstone if their final tender is

successful.

The Homes and Communities Agency has invested £895k towards site

assembly costs.  The council has also ear marked £675k of New Homes

Bonus monies to support the project. 

Councillor Mark Bradshaw, Assistant Mayor with responsibility for

Transport, Strategic Housing and Regeneration, said: “Carriageworks

and Westmoreland House have been a blot on the landscape for too long. A

well thought out scheme which has community support will really lift the

area. I look forward to seeing Knightstone’s overview.”

The council engaged with the local communities and assisted with their

decision to form the Carriageworks Action Group (CAG) in 2011.  This

group is facilitated by, but independent of, the council’s project

team.  The group undertook consultation with the communities and public

in September to December 2011 with the aim of preparing a community

vision for the site that fitted within the existing planning policy. 

The Community Vision was agreed by CAG at a public meeting in December

2011 and accepted by the council at a Cabinet meeting on 31 May 2012. 

The vision identifies themes and issues that the community would like

addressed in any scheme for the site and buildings.  

Current Programme for Development Partner Selection

Invitation to submit Final Tender: 7 June 2013

Public engagement:  June/July

Period of meetings with BCC: June/July

Deadline for submission of Final Tender: August

Award of Contract: November 2013

The overall project programme identifies a start on site in 2015 with

completion 2017.
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Vision into Reality
Posted on June 7, 2013

On Monday at the Carriageworks Action Group we will be announcing and introducing the potential developers of
the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House. Come along to meet them, find out more about their ideas, and say
how you want to be involved as they work up their proposals in the coming months.

Monday 10 June, 6:30pm at the Salvation Army on Ashley Road.
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June 10th, 6:30pm – the next step!
Posted on May 15, 2013

It’s been a few months since we were last in contact.  The good news is, things are happening!

Back in January the City Council advertised for development partners to take the Carriageworks scheme forwards. 
A number of developers expressed interest (phew!) so we* were able to help the Council shortlist and invite outline
proposals.

As of now, we are working with the Council to assess the proposals.  All being well, the Council will be able to ask
for more detailed proposals to be worked up from early June.
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So, it seems like a good time to get everyone together to let you know more about the proposals and how you can

contribute to the emerging ideas.  The next meeting of the Carriageworks Action Group will therefore be on

Monday 10  June, at 6:30pm, at the Salvation Army, Ashley Road.

Don’t forget, there’s still a long way to go.  The aspiration is to have selected a preferred developer by the end of

2013.  They will then prepare a planning application and that in turn will enable the compulsory purchase process

to begin.  In our dreams the builders could be on site by mid 2015, but there’s a million things that will likely get in

the way of that happening!

Look forward to seeing you on the 10 .

Lori Streich, Chair, CAG

*CAG has been represented at the City Council’s meetings with interested developers and in the assessment

process by Lori Streich (CAG Chair) and Julian Mellor (CAG Facilitator).  The developers also met with the CAG

Liaison Group: Jeff Butterfield, Prue Hardwick, Pete Bullard and Janine McCretton.
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Community seeks developer!
Posted on January 14, 2013

At the end of December the City Council reopened its search for a developer to help deliver the Community Vision

for the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

Because rules is rules, it’s a long and drawn out process that will take most of 2013.  And then there’s the small

matter of wrestling the site from the current owners so that something can actually happen.  But everything has to

start somewhere so it’s good that we’re finally off the starting blocks.

If you want to see the documentation go to the Council’s Proactis website.  You’ll have to create a login for yourself

– but its all free and without obligation.  If you just want to know what the summary says, here it is:

Bristol City Council seeks to select a development partner that is
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prepared to enter into a joint development agreement to bring back
into beneficial use a long vacant and derelict site in the heart 
of Bristol. The site is known as Westmoreland House/Old Carriage 
Work,Stokes Croft, Bristol and contains a number of derelict buildings, 
including two, which are listed, together with an extensive area of
land. It is the intention of the Council to facilitate the delivery
of the Site to a selected development partner under a development 
agreement. The selected developer will be expected to undertake 
community engagement on proposals and apply for all necessary planning 
permissions and approvals on the agreed scheme(s), and upon obtaining 
planning permission to build out the development. The Council and 
the developer will seek to acquire the Site from the owner through
 private treaty. Should this route fail, the Council will apply for 
a Compulsory Purchase Order to secure the Site.

The closing date for developers to express an interest is 31 January 2013.
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Mr Godwin’s Cabinet was Curious!
Posted on December 14, 2012

An odditiy of curiosities performed at the Full Moon
Attic Bar on Wednesday 12 December 2012.  Of
course, it all started with a meeting (doesn’t everything)
with an update on plans to get the Carriageworks and
Westmoreland House redeveloped.  Great to see new
faces and hear new ideas.  And there’s talk of a
heritage lottery project to explore and record the
history of the buildings that have now been derelict for
over 25 years.

So after the jaw jaw came the haw haw, expertly MC’d
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by Annabel Holland and started with Rob who’s night
job is playing in a heavy metal band but  spends the
days entertaining (or is that frightening) small children
with waving hands, stamping feet, and well known
nursery rhymes.  When did Stokes Croft last resound
to the Grand Old Duke of York?  Amazing that even
hardened urbanistas of inner city Bristol know the
words to that one!

Then came the wonderful Jay Wilcox getting us into a
bit of motown groove (listen to more of his work on
YouTube).  Hopefully fame will furnish him with a roady
sometime soon.

Viv Goodings then did a stand up, testing the mics
1,2,1,2,1,2 (the date stupid), mulling the fete of the
Carriageworks, and then handing over to Gary for
some street level humour from Stokes Croft.  Viv was
meant to be accompanied by some poets, but they
didn’t turn up. Bloody poets.

One of the highlights of the evening was surely Steve
Perry – a very talented singer songwriter finding his feet
in the world of music with the help of Changing
Tunes and drawing on his life experiences to good
effect. His CD ‘Broken’ is worth tracking down.

The cabinet then became even more curious, as
Annabel switched role from MC to the UK’s only female
knife thrower. Using cunning trickery she sought out
single men in the audience, and then trapped one of
them with a wildwest lassoo (EL James eat your heart
out).  After that he was but a puppy in her hands, as
she cajoled him into standing in front of a wooden
board while she lobbed sharpened ‘knives’ in his
(general) direction.  Having reassured herself that she was sufficiently on target, Annabel then directed them more in
the direction of his head (albeit with the poor victim now having the defence of the wooden board in front of, not
behind, him).  The finale came with the now trembling (hardly) recipient of these kitchen implements holding a large
ballon just below his ‘meat and veg’ while Ms Holland had a go at bursting the inflated object.  Luckily, she was on
target.  Great and memorable entertainment.

Then it was back to the music, and two more talented individuals Maxi and Max performing their songs to an
appreciative audience.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fWLBrPL1kfs
http://www.changingtunes.org.uk/
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Towards the end Rob took us back to the toyroom

where monsters do dwell, not least the terrible jaw

snapping shark. There followed a wonderful

improvisation of John Williams’ theme tune complete

with a beatbox from the audience, that really should

have been recorded – oh hindsight.

Delroy Hibbert wound the evening up, although the

cold in the Attic Bar meant that both his fingers and his

audience were giving up pretty quickly!

Many thanks to everyone who came and enjoyed the

evening, and especially to all the artists who performed

– you were stars.  Thanks also to Prue from Shake

Wrap and Roll who organised the evening, and to the

Full Moon for hosting the event.

http://www.shakewrapandroll.co.uk/
http://www.fmbristol.co.uk/
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Mr Godwin’s Christmas Cabinet
of Curiosities
Posted on December 3, 2012
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Roll up, roll up, roll up…. for a Carriageworks Christmas Celebration (and a bit of a meeting) on

Wednesday 12th December from 6.30pm at The Full Moon, Stokes Croft

The meeting part of this will be to give you all a quick update about what’s going on towards the redevelopment of

the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House sites, and potential community roles within this.

It would be great to see as many friends and supporters of the Carriageworks Vision as can make it.  In case you’re

thinking of bidding to be a developer, there are no “conflict of interest” issues are on the agenda, so everyone is

welcome.

From 7:00pm, the main event will be Mr Godwin’s Christmas Cabinet of Curiosities.  So many people have

worked hard on this over the past year and a half that we want to celebrate!  We hope you will join in the festivities.

Best wishes

Lori Streich, Chair, Carriageworks Action Group
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Carriageworks Action Group meeting on
Wednesday 19th September
Posted on August 29, 2012

Dear Friends and Colleagues

The next Carriageworks Action Group meeting will be on Wednesday 19th September from 6 – 8 p.m. in the
Hall, St Pauls Learning and Family Centre, 94 Grosvenor Rd, St Paul’s, BS2 8XJ

The purpose of the meeting is to let you know what’s been happening over the past few months, and what will be
happening next.

ALL ARE WELCOME. No “conflict of interest” issues are on the agenda, and it would be great to see as many
friends and supporters of the Carriageworks Vision as can make it.
So, what’s been going on?

Seeking a Development Partner: The Council has started the process of seeking a “Development Partner” for
the site. As the name suggests, this is an organisation, or group or consortium of organisations, that will support
the Council to buy the site, and then to develop it. We need a development partner because Bristol City Council
alone does not have the money to do all this. The partner will be an organisation that can bring additional
resources, money, time and experience that will make the Community Vision happen.

Members of the Liaison Group have been working closely with Jan and other Council officers, and Councillors, to
ensure that
·    the Community Vision is at the heart of this procurement process
·    the development partner that is selected will work closely with us to deliver the Vision
·    there is as much community involvement as is legally possible in the procurement process.

The procurement process is long, complex and universally unpopular. We are only using it because it is required
by law when a local authority “buys” any service costing more that £15,000. As the cost of buying and developing
the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site will clearly be an expensive business, and because it will need the
active involvement of the Council, we have to use the procurement process.

We are ever mindful of the need to work with the Council because the site is privately owned. If attempts to buy the
site by agreement fail it is likely that the Council will have to seek a Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO) to enable its
development in line with the Community Vision.  Most CPOs are made under powers given to local authorities, and
the Council must be able to demonstrate that the CPO is necessary and that there is a ‘compelling case in the
public interest’. It also must be able to demonstrate that everything done leading to the CPO has been done within
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the law. The consequence is that we need to procure a development partner, but CAG, through the Liaison Group,
is working to make this as inclusive a process as is possible within the law.

If you want to know more about this procurement malarkey, how it works and how long it takes, see
http://www.bristol.gov.uk/page/tenders-and-contracts If you want a simpler more personal briefing then come
along to the meeting on 19th September where a member of the council’s procurement team will make a short
presentation.

The Prospectus for the development partner is available under the Docs tab. If you are interested in bidding or
know an organisation that might want to bid then follow the instructions in the prospectus to register online.

Liaison Group and 2md: The Liaison Group represents the community interest within the procurement process –
and all other stages working to the development of the site. Our main roles are to work with the Council to seek the
development of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House site, and to ensure that any actions to develop the
site are in line with the Community Vision. We also aim to make the procurement process as open as it can legally
be, and to stretch the level of community engagement as far as we can. See Who we are.

At our request, Bristol City Council, through Jan, has brought Julian Mellor and Hugh Nettelfield back to help us
out. Some people will know Julian and Hugh as the facilitators and organisers of the consultation process that ran
from September to December last year. Their role in this next period will be to represent the Liaison Group in the
procurement process, and to ensure that the community vision is fully reflected in the developer selection.

I am aware that there is a high gobbledygook factor whenever anyone talks about procurement. If you want to
know more, please do come to the CAG meeting on 19th September. We will try to explain it without jargon!

Finally, you may be aware that the planning application submitted by the current owner has been disposed of by
Bristol City Council, so it is no longer being considered. This is because the Planning Department had not received
any revisions to the scheme or additional information as requested in 2011. This issue is entirely separate to CAG’s
role and any of our actions. I am just letting you know because of your interest in the Carriageworks /
Westmoreland House site.

I hope to see you on the 19th September.

Best wishes,
Lori, Chair, CAG
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Big breakthrough on Carriageworks
Posted on June 1, 2012

On 31 May 2012, Bristol City Council’s Cabinet decided that it will enact its Compulsory Purchase Powers for the
Carriageworks site within two years, but only if negotiations fail to secure the site by agreement.

The decision is subject to conditions, which include finding the right development partner to invest in Carriageworks
and Westmoreland House.

The council will seek a development partner (through a formal process) who will put up the funding to buy the
property, either through negotiation with the owner, or through CPO.  It is acknowledged by all that, beyond this,
development of the site is still some years away.

Independent property adviser GVA has been appointed to assist with the process. A brief is currently being
prepared to advise potential developers on the appropriate design and mix of commercial, residential and
community uses. It will be based on work undertaken by the local community Carriageworks Action Group. Their
published Carriageworks Community Vision is the result of keen dialogue involving Councillors, council advisers,
local experts, creative thinkers, residents, businesses and even passers by.

Members of the Carriageworks Action Group will be included in the developer selection process alongside the
council.  Funding from the Homes and Communities Agency will support the process.

You can watch the webcast of the cabinet meeting at www.bristol.gov.uk/webcast

You can read the cabinet report Carriageworks Westmoreland House Cabinet report 31 May 2012
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Posted on April 4, 2012

The Carriageworks Action Group is holding its next meeting as follows

Date: Thursday 19 April 2012
Time: 5.30 – 7.30

Venue: Upper hall in the Salvation Army building at 6 Ashley Road

This will be an important meeting, to discuss what happens after the consultation, and how to promote the

Community Vision in the future development of the site.

The agenda items are

1. Introduce advisors – GVA

2. General update

3. CAG remit

4. CAG involvement in process going forward

5. Developers Brief

Note: At item 5, to avoid a conflict of interest arising, all those people or groups that want to preserve a position

where they could take part in a bid to become developer for the site will have to leave the meeting.
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The Carriageworks Community Vision
is launched
Posted on March 8, 2012

The Carriageworks Action Group is proud to launch the Community Vision (PDF 2.5Mb) for the future of the

Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

The Vision is the culmination of 6 months work by the local community to find out what people want to happen on

the site, and how we make sure it does happen.

If you have any thoughts or comments please leave them below.
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Keep an eye out for details on what happens next!
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Exciting new exhibition launching the
Community Vision
Posted on February 29, 2012

The Carriageworks Action Group is organising an exhibition to launch the Community Vision for the Carriageworks

site.  The exhibition flyer can be seen below right or at Exhibition leaflet

The grand opening of the exhibition is between 6-9 pm on Thursday 8

March.  All are welcome.  It is being held at the New Gallery,35 Jamaica

Street.

The exhibition will be a warm and eclectic celebration of the

Carriageworks, its history and important role in Bristol’s future.  The

exhibition will continue to showcase the Community Vision between 9-

24 March.

For those of you interested in process you will also find under the

‘Docs’ tab the minutes of the stakeholder group that agreed the vision

(15 December 2011); a paper entitled “Carriageworks Consultation

2011:  What worked”; and a paper on “Carriageworks Action Group: 

What next?”  The latter sets out how the group see its role continuing in

working towards the regeneration of the Carriageworks site.

We hope to see you at the exhibition.
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Posted in Uncategorized | 3 Replies

Stokes Croft on BBC iPlayer Inside
Out West
Posted on December 20, 2011

2011 on Stokes Croft – the people’s supermarket, freeshop, community kitchen, the foodstore, the No Tesco

campaign and more are profiled in this 30 minute documentary.

You can catch it on BBC iPlayer until 26 December.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/b018jk2l/Inside_Out_West_19_12_2011/
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At People’s Republic today
Posted on December 4, 2011

A great day yesterday with loads of people voting on the Vision for the Carriageworks.

If you missed us come and find us today from 1 to 3pm at the Peoples Republic on Jamaica Street. Or have your

say online.
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Asking you on stokes croft now
Posted on December 3, 2011

Stop by and say what you think about the new vision for the Carriageworks. Stokes croft today until 3pm.

Tomorrow 1-3 at Peoples Republic Stokes croft.
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Consultation on Vision this weekend
Posted on November 30, 2011

Since the end of the consultation in October, the Carriageworks Action Group has been analysing the results and
developing a draft Vision for the site. We now want to know what you think of the Vision and whether you support
it.

You can go to the Vision page to find out more and then give us your thoughts in the online survey.

Or you can come to one of the drop-in events this weekend.

Saturday 3 December 11am to 3pm at the Salvation Army, Ashley Road

Sunday 4 December 1pm to 3pm at the Peoples Republic of Stokes Croft, Jamaica St

We’ll be there to answer your questions and you’ll be able to give your opinion on the Vision.
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What do people think?
Posted on November 29, 2011

In October we interviewed people on Stokes Croft to find out what they think should happen to the Carriageworks
site.  Here’s what they said.
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Carriageworks Bristol - what people think
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The Vision emerges
Posted on November 23, 2011

At last night’s Stakeholder Group a vision discussion paper setting out how the Carriageworks site could be

developed was unanimously supported as the basis for further consultation.

The task now is to work out some precise questions to use at the next phase of public consultation online from 1-7

December and at drop-ins on Saturday 3 December (at the Salvation Army, Ashley Rd, 11am-3pm) and Sunday 4

December (at PRSC, Jamaica St 1-3pm).
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The survey results
Posted on November 20, 2011

We had an amazing 1460 responses to the survey, plus a load of emails as well – so a big thank you to everyone
who replied.

The full survey response can be found in the docs section.

We found out that 55% of respondents had a local postcode, that nearly 60% of respondents pass through the
area, 45% spend leisure time locally, and 44% shop locally. 19% of respondents work locally.

The headlines of what you said are:

75% of you would like to see community uses on the site, and 66% would like to see arts facilities. Residential,
shops and leisure uses are wanted by about half of you. 38% of you want to see business uses on the site.

51% of you want the development to be lead by a community. One third of you say it doesn’t matter who leads, so
long as development takes place.

We also had many additional comments totalling nearly 100 pages. These are available in the docs section.
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Where there’s gold…
Posted on October 26, 2011

Here’s proof that it’s worth fighting for!
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Helping with the data analysis
Posted on October 24, 2011

We’ve now got the full dataset from the survey – and there’s some great stuff in there!  Thank you to everyone who

took the time and trouble to respond.

We received over 1400 responses, and that’s going to be quite a task to analyse. To help us with that, and also in

the spirit of transparency, we’ve decided to make the data public.

You can find out more about the data and how to help on the “Survey Analysis” page.
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High street bucks retail trend
Posted on October 19, 2011

Interesting article on the BBC website about a neighbourhood street in Handsworth, Birmingham that is bucking all
the retail trends and doing better than the analysts expect.  Their secret seems to lie in family run businesses that
are highly responsive to the local community’s shopping habits.
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Carriageworks – a building at risk
Posted on October 18, 2011

Keep eyes and ears on the national media tomorrow (Wednesday) for mention of the Carriageworks.   Somebody
may have put a mark against it’s future safety?

Update:

English Heritage have released their Heritage at Risk Register for 2011 (link opens pdf). The Carriageworks features
prominently on the introductory page and as one of the top 10 priority sites (another pdf link) in the South West.

These priority sites are considered by EH to be suitable “for additional support to save them for the future. We will
be working with owners, developers, trusts and local authorities to find the right solution for these sites with the aim
of getting them repaired and back into sustainable use where possible, so they can be removed from the Heritage
at Risk Register.”

The listing for the Carriageworks states:
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SITE NAME: Carriage Works, 104 Stokes Croft, Bristol

DESIGNATION: Listed Building Grade II*, CA

CONDITION: Very bad

OCCUPANCY: Vacant

PRIORITY: A (A)

OWNER TYPE: Private

Carriage works,1862. A notable building in a manner recognised as particular to the city. Large and complex site
including 4 Ashley Road (grade II) also in very bad condition. Discussions with the Local Planning Authority and
other parties about the future of the building are ongoing.
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Consultation ends, but more to come!
Posted on October 18, 2011

The first phase of the consultation on the future of the Carrigeworks and Westmoreland House has now finished
(except for a few meetings with local groups).

The Carriageworks Action Group will now be processing the many responses we’ve received and coming up with
some options for the site.

We’ll then come back to you in early December to find out which option you think is best.

In the meantime, let us know if you want to help with the analysis of the survey responses – there’s lots to do!!
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Last chance to say what you think
Posted on October 14, 2011

The consultation ends this weekend, so if you haven’t had your say yet, this is your last chance.  Fill in the survey

By the end of last week, we’d had over 800 people complete the online survey and many more submit paper
returns. 77% want to see community facilities on the site, 66% want arts facilities, and 57% want residential.
 Nearly 50% want the development led by a community organisation.  What do you think?  Write to us with your
thoughts.
We’ll be at the Canteen in Hamilton House from 4pm this (Friday) evening.  Call in and say Hi.
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?

We will be going through all the survey results through the autumn and working up proposals to include in the
Community Vision for the site.
During the first week in December we plan to hold another round of consultation on the draft Vision, including a
weekend exhibition and drop-in.  After that we hope to agree the Community Vision by the end of the year.
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Drop-Ins and Action Day next week
Posted on October 7, 2011

Next week is the last week of the consultation and we have two drop-ins.

The first at Cafe Kino from 3pm on Wednesday 12 October.  Come and find out more about the project and have
your say about how the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House should be used in the future.
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The second drop-in will be at Hamilton House on Friday from 4pm.

Wednesday will also be our final action day.  It’s a chance for volunteers to come along, get tooled up and then go
out to gather more responses to our survey, whether it be from local businesses, people walking along Stokes
Croft, or householders who haven’t yet managed to send back the form.  Come along to Cafe Kino from 3pm to
7pm and help make this an amazing project!
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Crowdsourcing the survey analysis?
Posted on October 7, 2011

By the end of next week we will have had over 1000 responses to our survey about the future of the Carriageworks
and Westmoreland House.

An idea for analysing it is to do a bit of crowdsourcing – i.e. making the data openly available for interested people
to analyse.

So some questions:

Do you think this would work? What guidelines (if any) should we provide? What online tools might help? Should it
be open to anyone or to an invited list of contributors?

If you have answers or other thoughts, write them in below.

For information: the data is a mixture of quantitative (e.g. select preferred options) and qualitative (open questions,
text answers). It’s all been collected in Survey Monkey and will be downloaded as raw data.
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Doing surveys in St Pauls
Posted on October 6, 2011

Lots of people out helping with surveys – and the kids are mobbing the rickshaw!
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St Pauls Drop-In
Posted on October 5, 2011

The St Pauls drop-in will be at the St Pauls Learning and Family Centre on Thursday 6 October from 3pm to 6pm.

Come and find out about the campaign, give us your thoughts and help make a difference to the future of the
Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

The rickshaw will be with us as well, so if you fancy a ride…
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Collecting surveys – 4pm to 7pm today
Posted on October 4, 2011

Volunteers will be meeting at Cafe Kino from 4pm to 7pm today (Tuesday) to then head out and collect surveys
from households in St Pauls, Montpelier, Cotham and Kingsdown.

If you can help, do come along.

There will be another chance on Wednesday 12 October, or if you want to do collections in between just sign up to
volunteer and we’ll sort you out.
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Drop-in to Cafe Kino on Tuesday morning
Posted on October 3, 2011

If you have thoughts or ideas about the future of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House, why not drop-in to
Cafe Kino on Tuesday between 9:30am and 11:30am and tell us what you think. Or if you have questions about the
site or what we’re doing, we’ll do our best to answer them. We’ll even treat you to a cup of tea!
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Carriageworks Action Days
Posted on September 29, 2011

We’ve already had almost 1000 responses to our survey and loads of great comments. But we need more! So we
are holding two Action Days to get more of your thoughts and ideas.

The first is on Tuesday 4th October. There will be a drop-in at Cafe Kino from 9:30 to 11:30, Pedal Walla will be
out and about giving rides to people and in the evening we’ll have volunteers out knocking on doors to make sure
residents have sent their replies to the questionnaire.

The second action day will be on Wednesday 12th October. The drop-in will be at Cafe Kino from 3pm to 5pm
and again Pedal Walla will be giving rides and we’ll be knocking on doors in the area.

If you can help, get in touch with us.
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A great day on Stokes Croft and at
Kingsdown Homegrown
Posted on September 17, 2011

Lots of volunteers came out to find out what the people of Montpelier, St Pauls, Kingsdown and Cotham think
about the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.
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200 surveys completed in the morning alone, and more in the afternoon.  A really great start to our campaign!
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Carriageworks in the news
Posted on September 16, 2011

Lots of media coverage from today’s launch.

BBC website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-14947518

BBC Bristol interview with Lori Streich

HTV West Country news

More TV coverage due on HTV West Country Tonight and BBC Points West (6:30pm) due this evening.

Saturday’s Evening Post: http://www.thisisbristol.co.uk/Transforming-eyesore-bumpy-ride/story-13350433-
detail/story.html
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25 years on – a new vision for
the Carriageworks
Posted on September 16, 2011

Today we launch the campaign for the future of the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House.

We are a group of local residents, groups and businesses working together to develop a new community vision for
the site.

We start our work to find out what you and other local people think should happen to the buildings on Saturday
17  September with street surveys.  We’ll also be providing free rickshaw rides  in and around Stokes Croft in
return for you giving us your vision for the site.

Over the following four weeks we will be delivering leaflets to every household in the area, doing more street
surveys, holding drop-ins, talking to businesses and local groups, running workshops and doing anything else we
can think of to find out what people in the local area think should happen on the site.

In November we’ll analyse all the results and come up with a draft vision.  We’ll then ask you what you think about it
before agreeing the final version at the end of the year.

You can find out more on this website.  Then tell us what you think – filling in the online survey would be a really

th
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good start.

And if you can help out with all the consultation and events we’d love to hear from you.

About the Carriageworks and Westmoreland House

The Carriageworks was designed by EW Godwin, an important Victorian Architect. It is a Grade II* listed building in
poor condition and is on the buildings “at risk” register.

Westmoreland House is the 6 storey 1960s concrete frame office building, last occupied in 1986 by the Football
Pools Company.

At the rear is 4 Ashley Road, a derelict but Grade II listed house.

Together with land at the rear, the site is the same size as 1.6 football pitches.

The site is celebrating a rather tarnished silver jubilee, having lain derelict for a shocking 25 years.

In 1989 planning permission was granted for the development of 63 flats, offices and underground parking.

In 2006 the Council and local communities agreed a policy for a variety of uses on the site including residential,
business and leisure facilities.

In 2010 the Government Planning Inspector refused a planning application for 153 flats, 5 shops and 112 parking
spaces.

In 2011 a planning application was submitted by the owners for the development of 183 flats, shops and
underground parking on the site. The application is being considered by the City Council as planning authority.

The buildings and surrounding land are owned by the Comer Homes Group, a London based property developer
which bought the site in the 1980s.
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Roof inspection of Carriage Works
Posted on September 12, 2011

The council is organising an external inspection of the roof of the listed Carriage Works. This is proposed for early
July. It will be a visual inspection to verify the building is not deteriorating and that it is safe for the future. English
Heritage will attend.
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Breaking deadlock over Westmoreland
House and the Carriageworks
Posted on September 9, 2011

Bristol City Council has agreed proposals aimed at breaking the deadlock over Westmoreland House
which has stood derelict for many years.
The council’s Cabinet of leading members, which met on 3 March 2011, agreed that if efforts to purchase the
property through negotiated agreement with the owners failed, it would seek a compulsory purchase order (CPO)
and a partner to re-develop the site with.

Watch the Cabinet discussion and decision (10 mins): Webcast of Cabinet meeting 3 March 11

The Homes and Communities Agency (HCA) recently agreed grant funding to assist the project.

More recently, ward councillors held a public meeting to enable the council to hear the views of local residents on
how to develop Westmoreland House.
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